Eight years ago
we split the country
today we've got it all together
and we made it smaller
CHICAGO
Midwest Region Depot
3201 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows. Illinois 60006
(312) 3.94-8012

SECAUCUS

41"ril 4 WPIPefrir

Northeast Region Depot
50 Meadowlands Parkway
P.O. Box 1457
Secaucus, N.J. 07094
(201) 348-7500

II

ATLANTA
Southeast Region Depot

LOS ANGELES
Western Region
2121 Yates Avenue
City of Commerce. Calif. 90040
(213) 723-6271

2 Meca Way
Duluth. Georgia 30136
(404) 448-2456

DALLAS
South Central Region Depot
2945 Congressman Lane
Dallas. Texas 75220
(214) 350-2438

Last year Panasonic Company made the following
improvements in its computerized distribution
network:
Automatic drop shipment from any one of our
five regional depots regardless of where the order
originates from
Automatic substitutions
Automatic replenishment of regional stocks
On line status information
Panafax facsimile network linking the regional
depots together

The overall result was a binding together of our
resources in order to service you better. In addition

A central parts depot with 120,000 individual parts
on file and in addition four regional parts depots
with 20,000 part numbers in stock
Toll free calls connect Panasonic distributors
and authorized servicenters to automatic facsimile
machines located at regional parts depots, thus orders
can be received 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
One hundred independent part distributors
conveniently located to bring needed parts and
accessories closer to the customer
Plus a toll free number (800-447-4700) for the
location of the nearest authorized Panasonic parts
distributor

we have:

Our system is designed to get parts to a customer more quickly and easily than ever before. First
we got the country together, then we made it smaller. For more information, write:

Panasonic

Attn: SUPPORT SERVICE DEPT.
Panasonic Consumer Parts Division
50 Meadowlands Parkway
Secaucus, N.J. 07094

just slightly ahead of our time
Circle (1) on Reply Card

TSC

TUNER SERVICE

CORPORATION

SAME DAY

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

SERVICE

Me Company oi Itulepautent 'PnaiseAsaitmtaiA

Better Quality

Personal Attention -Faster Service
TSC PROVIDES YOU WITH A COMPLETE
SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS

SUBSTI TUNER

UNIVERSAL
REPLACEMENT

HEADQUARTERS

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401

ALABAMA

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35212
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72204

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
ILLINOIS

INDIANA
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MASSACHUSETTS
MISSOURI

NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
OHIO
OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA
TEXAS
CANADA

MODESTO, CALIF. 95351
NATIONAL CITY, CALIF. 92050
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91601
SAN MATEO, CALIF. 94402
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33309
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30310
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 46619
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40217
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 71104
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 01109
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63132
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08638
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY 07307
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14606
GREENSBORO, N. CAROLINA 27405
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109
PORTLAND, OREGON 97210
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15209
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
ST. LAURENT, QUEBEC H4N-2L7
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2H-1Y3

L,

MODULES
537 South Walnut Street
5823 1st Avenue N
4200-C Asher Avenue
123 Phoenix Avenue
117 East 8th Street
10654 Magnolia Boulevard
600 South Amphlett Boulevard
1505 Cypress Street
3841 N.W. 9th Avenue
646 Evans Street S.W
908 East Main Street
5110 West Brown Street
112 West St. Clair Street
2010 Western Avenue
#7 Dahlem Center, 826 Eastern Parkway
2423 Southern Avenue
144 Boston Road
9577 Page Avenue
1114 South Casino Center Boulevard
1139 Pennsylvania Avenue
454 Central Avenue
25 Howard Road
2914 East Market Street
4525 Pearl Road
1732 N.W. 25th Ave., P.O. Box 10141
515 Grant Avenue
11540 Garland Road
305 Decarie Boulevard

P.O. Box 5823, Station "A"

If you want to branch out into the TV Tuner Repair Business write to the
Bloomington Headquarters about a franchise.
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Tel. 812/334-0411
Tel. 205/592-9150
Tel. 501/ 661-0393
Tel. 209 / 521-8051
Tel. 714 / 477-8746
Tel. 213 / 769-2720
Tel. 415 / 348-3292
Tel. 813 / 253-0324

Tel. 305/566-4882
Tel. 404/758-2232
Tel. 217/384-2052
Tel. 312/675-0230
Tel. 317 / 632-3493
Tel. 219 / 288-8918
Tel. 502 / 634-0498
Tel. 318 / 221-3027
Tel. 413 / 788-8206

Tel. 314/429-0633
Tel. 702/384-4235
Tel. 609/393-0999
Tel. 201/ 792-3730
Tel. 716 / 647-9180
Tel. 919 / 273-6276
Tel. 216 / 741-2314

Tel. 503/222-9059
Tel. 412/821-4004
Tel. 214 / 327-8413
Tel. 514 / 748-8803
Tel. 403 / 243-0971
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What are microprocessors?
Carl Babcoke

An overview is given of the general functions of
microprocessors and a few of the many uses for these
versatile devices.

An introduction to microprocessors
Jack Webster
All

the

necessary sections

of microprocessors

are

described and defined in this first article of the new
series. Experiments will be given later.

Bad filters cause elusive problems
Homer L. Davidson

Suggestions are given for rapidly finding defective filter
capacitors with case histories described.

Tips for using scopes, part 2
Gill Grieshaber

Methods are described for using sweep time to measure
signal frequencies. Also discussed are delayed sweep,
signal delay, rise time, dual -trace operation and how to
measure dc voltage.

Sam Wilson's Technical Notebook

J. A. "Sam" Wilson
Glitches can be prevented by using a 2 -input NAND to
program a counter. Sam also suggests several ways of
improving your electronic knowledge.

Reports from the Test Lab
Carl Babcoke

Features and performance of the Leader LTC -906
transistor checker are evaluated.

Departments

4 Quick Quiz
6 Electronic Scanner
7 Troubleshooting Tips
11 Symcure
12 Readers' Exchange

26 People in the News
45 Puzzle
48 Test Equipment
50 New Products

About The Cover Microprocessor photos were furnished

by

Intel and

Zilog, with graphic design by Linda Franzblau.
Application to Mail at Controlled Circulation Postage is pending at Shawnee Mission, KS.
Published monthly at 9221 Quivira Road, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 by Intertec
Publishing Corp., 9221 Quivira Road, Overland Park, Kansas 66212. Send Form 3579 to
9221 Quivira Road, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, Kansas 66212.

Copyright, 1979, by Intertec Publishing Corporation. All rights reserved. Material may not
be reproduced or photocopied in any form without written permission of publisher.
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Our heat gun is light, tough
and very easy to control. You get
easier handling with precise
hot air direction and built-in
durability.

Weighing only 13 ounces,
including its 3 -wire cord, the heat
gun sits comfortably in your hand.
Its handle stays cool even during
long hours on the job.
You can put the hot air stream
exactly where you want it because
the nozzle is smaller. And the four
baffles that are included with the
gun adapt it for a wide variety
of uses.

There's a 3 -way trigger switch

with hot and cool positions. The
nozzle temperature reaches 750°
800°F in seconds. And you can
get our optional stand to hold
the heat gun securely in several
work positions.
In its high impact, heat resis-

tant molded case, the heat gun can
withstand the rigors of industrial,
service shop or laboratory use.
ay our versatile, economical
heat gun for everything from shrink
tubing, to reflow soldering, to
repairing plastics. You'll see why
half of our heat guns are bought
by or on the recommendation of
a satisfied user.
For our new catalog, write to
Ungar, Division of Eldon Industries,
Inc., P.O. Box 6005,
Compton,
CA 90220.

The Heat Gun.
For Precise Control
Of Hot Air.
Circle (4) on Reply Card
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ONE parts book

Editorial, advertising and circulation correspondence should be addressed to P.O.
Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212 (a
suburb of Kansas City, MO); 1913) 888-

I for all brands

4664.

NOW...The Sperry Tech Pricing Book
places over 8,000 fast-moving parts
right at your finger tips!...
Over 3,000 direct factory replacement
parts, including 17 major MFR's both
domestic and off shore

Over 1,100 popular receiving tube prices
*Complete universal parts listings...capacitors,
circuit breakers, circuit boards, crystals,

Dudley Rose, Art Director
Linda Franzblau, Graphic Designer
CIRCULATION

John C. Arnst, Director

When you appear on the job with a professional parts pricing book you make the best
impression on customers...cultivates repeat business. At the same time you can adjust
prices in a manner that will compensate for obsolete parts in inventory you can't resell or
return, so you can start realizing a profit from your parts sales.
When price changes occur you automatically receive an up -dated section reflecting new
prices...this way you know your parts prices are always current.
But that's not all...as part of our subscription service, parts usage is ranked by popularity
and is up -dated each year...a vital factor in controlling obsolescence.

Evelyn Rogers, Manager
ADMINISTRATION

George H. Seferovich, President
George Laughead, Publisher
ADVERTISING SALES

Jim Reilly, National Sales Manager

CALL TOLL FREE/800-228-4338.

Lauri Gash, Production

(Between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM CST Monday thru Friday)
-and we'll send you a complete parts book, postage prepaid with the mark-up
percentage you feel is correct for your shop for only $24.50. You'll have the opportunity to
examine the contents before deciding on our automatic up -dating service.

P O Box 5234

Bill Rhodes, Editorial Director
Carl Babcoke, Editor
Cindy Nelson, Managing Editor
Beth Brugman, Editorial Assistant
JoAnn Vella, Editorial Assistant
ART

interlocks, rectifiers, resistors, sockets,
tuners (rebuilt), batteries, fuses, pilot bulbs,
tube brightners, etc.
750 picture tube prices (including a complete interchangeability guide)
*Manufacturers directory with names, addresses, and telephone numbers

sperry tech

EDITORIAL

Regional advertising

It'ABP

999999999999999999999999999999999/99199999999/99999999999
c%.

c-
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C.

By Wayne Lemons
c%.

p.

Cl

FLYBACK
HV

TRIPLER

Audit Bureau
of Circulation

(with which is combined PF Reporter) is
published monthly by Intertec Publishing
Corp., 9221 Quivira Road, Overland Park,
KS 66212. Application to Mail at Controlled
Circulation Postage is pending at Shawnee
Mission, KS, and at additional offices.

Send Form 3579 to P.O. Box 12901,

:3

008

Overland Park, KS 66212.

ELECTRONIC SERVICING is edited for

HORIZ OUTPUT

c-

technicians who repair home -entertainment

SHORTED

Q1

electronic equipment (such as TV, radio,
tape, stereo and record players) and for
industrial technicians who repair defective

(%.

+ 24 V

c-

production -line

merchandise,

test equip-

ment, or industrial controls in factories.
C2

Subscription prices to qualified sub-

c-

year-$10, 2 years-$16, 3
years-$20, in the USA and its possessions. All other foreign countries:
scribers:

c.
c-

American Business Press

ELECTRONIC SERVICING (ISSN 0013-497X)

c

c%.

Member.

Member,

.51

c

c%.

offices listed

Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
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C.

sales

near Advertiser's Index.

1

1

year-$13, 2 years-$22. Subscription
prices to all others:
year-$25, 2

+ 120 V

1

years-$50, in the USA and its possessions. All other foreign countries: 1

After a shorted D2 is replaced, the TV
works okay for several seconds before

year-$34, 2 years-$68. Single copy price
$2.25;

D2 shorts again.

WHICH PART IS BAD?
0.
0.
0.

ANSWER ON PAGE 51
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:3
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back copies $3.00. Adjustment

necessitated by subscription termination to
single copy rate. Allow 6 to 8 weeks
delivery for change of address. Allow 6 to 8
weeks for new subscriptions.

INTERTEC PUBLISHING CORP.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

KNOWS WHICH
REPLACEMENT

Take this IC audio amplifier,
for instance. And others to fit equipment brands like SANYO and
RCA...PANASONIC, TOSHIBA
and HITACHI. Replacements for
such popular types as AN214,
TA7205P, UPC1025H and HA1306.
A case style that's unique and/or
power requirements ranging from
.5W to 8W audio output on low
voltage input (12V) power supply-

GE has a shelf filled with just what
you need! And each one matches
OEM specs for a particular application, whether automotive radio, tape
unit or general recording equipment.
See your General Electric
distributor for over 65 hard -to -find
(but immediately available from GE)
IC audio amplifiers. Off -our -shelf
replacements are just another
example of what we mean by service.

WE'RE AT YOUR SERVICE.
Tube Products Department Owensboro, Kentucky 42301

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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gliTllyarkscanner
news of the industry

At the recent Detroit conference of the Society of Automotive Engineers [SAE], the most popular

sessions were those conducted by the microprocessor manufacturers. Tighter government

standards of automobile emissions are inspiring serious research into closed -loop servo electronic
methods of regulating fuel mixtures and other parameters important to minimum emissions. Many
of the automotive engineers were familiar with 4 -bit, 8 -bit and 12 -bit microprocessors and the
peripheral circuitry. It seems likely that 4 -bit microprocessors having around 20 input/output
lines will be sufficient for these operations.
Motorola is expected to offer a single -chip microcomputer with internal A/D and D/A converters

for direct interface with analog signals. IC 6805 is an 8 -bit unit intended for large volume
applications, such as automotive controls.
High-performance microprocessors now are packaged in 64 -pin quad -in -line [QUIP] cases. Some

of these devices have the equivalent of 50,000 to 100,000 transistors on one chip. Previously,
larger ICs were manufactured in Dual Inline Package (DIP) cases having 16 pins, 24 pins, or 40
pins. Another variation is 68 pins in a square. Such a large number of pins brings problems of
installing and removing ICs without damaging them. One solution is zero -insertion -force sockets
which can be opened manually for insertion or removal of ICs.
For the first 8 weeks of 1979, sales of monochrome TVs were up 13.50/0, color sales were 0.90/0
higher and sales of videocassette recorders increased by 97.10/0, compared to the same period of
1978. Also, the highest unit color TV sales in history were in 1978, showing an increase of 12.40/0
over 1977, according to the EIA.

Both Zenith and the consumer -products division of RCA announced increased profits for 1978
compared to those of 1977.
Digital readouts using green fluorescent or liquid -crystal displays are expected to replace radio
dials in auto stereos. This will allow the use of digital speedometers and digital clocks.
Microprocessors probably will control many functions. Examples are accurate automatic tuning of
more radio stations with information stored in the Read -Only Memory (ROM) section of the
microprocessor. Also possible are displays of miles -per -gallon (MPG) auto operation, the amount
of fuel remaining, the time to reach a certain destination or the speed which provides the highest
MPG. In fact, a new $200 add-on system gives most of the auto readouts, time with alarm plus
electronic speed control with memory.
Leader Instrument Corporation is running well ahead of the planned expansion rate for the third

year, according to William Brydia, corporate vice president of leader. Part of the growth
occurred from sales of oscilloscopes, which almost doubled. Other milestones are eight new products that supplement the more than 50 in the Leader line. Only two products were increased in
price for the new list, as Leader endeavors to "hold the line" on prices.
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Leader Instruments expects by June 1 to occupy this 10,000 square -foot administrative and warehouse
facility in Hauppauge, NY. The building replaces one destroyed last year by a tornado.
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Accurate
in
RF fields!

troubleshootinur
Pulsating audio and picture

Intermittent height

Admiral 4M10
(Photofact 1504-1)

Sony SCC-17A&B
(Photofact 1309-2)

both sound and picture.

heat increased, the intermittent was

This seemed to point toward a
power supply problem. However,
paralleling each filter capacitor in

gone.

The reduction to about half
Symptoms of the defect alternated between a hum bar in the height occurred only at the beginpicture and a strong pulsation of ning of operation. After the internal

lab DMM's
B&K-PRECISION 2830 lab DMM and
the 2810 portable DMM easily meet the
challenge.

9

0 II)

8

240

In addition, both of these instruments
feature 3V2 digit readout, 0.5% DC
accuracy, auto-zeroing/auto polarity,
selectable high -/low power ohms and
really complete overload protection.
Special features of each include:

All supply dc voltages were within

tolerance, except for the 235-V

portable and
For field or lab applications, your
DMM should stay accurate-even in
the presence of strong RF fields. Most
DMMs can't pass this test, but the

turn didn't improve the performance. All power -supply semiconductors checked okay, also.

My Symcure file gave some
supply failures, but none helped.

B&K-PRECISION

4

supply which went down to about
150 V when the picture pulsated.
Also, these supplies had excessive
ripple.

ISOLATION

0 HV HOLD DOWN

Since the vertical -output transis-

tors operate from the +129-V
supply, it was the first suspect.

However, both the ripple and the
dc voltage were okay and did not

change significantly during the

height reduction. Most of the
waveforms of the vertical -deflection

circuit had reduced amplitude during the intermittent.
Q506 tested good, however the
collector voltage was low during the
problem. This focused attention on
the 18.2-V supply, which was found
to measure only about 13 V when
23.6V (Al

A check of the dc voltages in the

horizontal section disclosed 40 V
instead of the normal 22 V at the
anode of the Q805 HV-hold-down
SCR. When the VOM probe was
touched to the anode, the pulsations would stop. I began shunting

the height was affected. After all

Model 2830-$235
AC operation; battery pack optional
100 µV, 100nA, .0111 resolution

Reads to 20 amps
Push button range and function
selection

0.5" high efficiency LED display

Model 2810-$130
Battery operation
standard

the load was disconnected, the
voltage remained low. When I

100 µV, .0111

warmed diode D-508, the voltage
jumped up to the normal value.

AC charger optional
Bright .3" LED

Heat -sensitive diodes are rare, so

I alternately cooled and heated it,
finding low voltage with cooling
and normal voltage with heating.

Replacement of D-508 with the

other electrolytics, and a test capacitor bridged across C817 eliminated
all the symptoms.
After the capacitor was replaced,

proper fast -recovery diode solved

supplies was nominal.
Robert Holvorson
Junction City, KS

was cool.

the height problem and also the
flashing that occurred with each
voltage change. Evidently, the diode

the ripple on the main power had high internal resistance when it
Ron Schmitz
Miamisburg, OH

resolution
display

Available for
immediate delivery at
your local B&K-PRECISION
distributor

DYNASCAN
ajl(PRECISION CORPORATION
6460 West Cortland Street
Chicago, Illinois 60635 312/889-9087
In Canada: Atlas Electronics. Ontario
Sls Empire Lop., 270 Newtown Rd Plainview. L I

NY 11803

Circle (13) on Reply Card
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ACCURACY
MADE
EASY

Troubleshooting tips

Stripes in the color

wrong time. In turn, this caused the

GE CH-10HE
(Photofact 1384-1)

wrong phase.

burst -gating pulse to arrive at the
John Augustine
Reading, PA

Horizontal stripes or streaks
51,095

could be seen where the colors
changed to a different hue. New

chroma tubes made no change.

Scope waveforms showed erratic
DUAL TRACE MODEL 532 - 30 MHz

and weak burst, which could cause
an intermittent 3.58 -MHz carrier,
since it is generated by ringing a
crystal with burst.

Foldover and no locking
RCA CTC81P
(Photofact 1615-2)
The symptoms were no horizontal

locking, dim raster, reduced width
and horizontal foldover at the left

of center. Adjustments of the

HORIZ OUTPUT

horizontal -hold control could not

12JF5

DUAL TRACE MODEL 517 - 15 MHz
USABLE TO 27 MHz

bring the sweep to correct frequency or lock it.

DO NOT MEASURE

Although the high voltage was
only about 5 KV, the Q501
protective transistor was not responsible since it was biased into

nonconduction. B+ voltages in the

sweep circuit were about right,
except for the main terminal of the
trace -switch ITR. It should have
SINGLE TRACE MODEL 515 - 15 MHz

had about +63 V, but measured
about +120 V. Also, the gate of

Put Hickok Scope reliability on your
side and get things done easier, faster,

ITR401 had 0.1 VPP and zero volts
dc, although 5 VPP and -5 V were
called for.

better and with complete assurance that
you're doing them right.

Economically priced Hickok pushbutton -triggered Scopes are quick and
easy to set up and use. A color -coded
front panel speeds up and simplifies oper-

ation. Triggering is practically fool -proof,
well in excess of the MHz rating. And
excellent pulse responses virtually eliminate overshoot and ringing.

Call your nearby Hickok distributor
and set up a demonstration today. See for

yourself how a modestly priced Hickok
single or dual trace 15 MHz, or dual trace

Also, the scope showed improper

coincidence (phase) between the
burst -gating pulse and the burst in
the chroma signal. Of course, this
can cause weak burst. But why
were they not phased properly?
All components at the grid of the
8BU1 1 burst separator were tested,

exasperation.

If you're outside of Ohio, call us toll
free at 800-321-4664 for the name of

horizontal drive at the grid of the

your nearest Hickok distributor.

12JF5 horizontal -output tube, find-

HICKOK

ing it slightly distorted and with a
slight ringing at the bottom of the
falling edge. More tests revealed
that R264 (330K) had decreased to
about 20K, and replacing it removed the streaks in the color.

the value innovator

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108
TWX: 810-421-8286
(216) 541-8060
Circle (23) on Reply Card
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.15
5%

330

2W

but they were not defective. And
the gating pulse had the
amplitude and waveshape.

30 MHz, Scope will save you time and

84
0

In desperation,

I

right

Circuitrace 185 had

about 10

VPP. Therefore, L503 must be

scoped the open. A hot soldering iron applied

Evidently, the distorted drive signal

caused the horizontal to fire at a

to the L503 terminals didn't help.
A new L503 peaking coil restored
a normal locked -in picture with full

high voltage. Thanks to previous

articles in Electronic Servicing
about SCR sweep, I was able to
find this problem rapidly.
Bob Clutter
Independence, MO

cum

Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-Zenith 16DB12X
PHOTOFACT-1265-3

Chassis-Zenith 25FC45
PHOTOFACT-1453-3
38HE7
V4A HORIZ
GASSY

C88

R106
100

.0047

HORIZ OSC

Q202HORIZ OUTPUT

OUTPUT

R103
330K

+ 700V
R105
470K

TO PHASE DET

001

Symptom-Loses horiz lock after warmup
Cure-Replace 38HE7 output tube as a test for gas
and positive grid

Chassis-Zenith 9HB1X

-r

-SHORTED

Symptom-No set-up horiz line; dim picture
Cure-Check C237, and replace it if shorted
Chassis-Zenith 25FC45
PHOTOFACT-1453-3

PHOTOFACT-161 1-2

1111

FLYBACK

9-86

1503

SUB CARRIER

1,1 W9

REGEN

11
11

TO AFC

Pc'
TO AGC

11

r
1.0

C244

OPEN

100µF

I.

L207

0=3.

OPEN

+ 24V

Symptom-Loss of contrast and locking
Cure-Check flyback, and replace if winding is open
Chassis-Zenith 13HC10
PHOTOFACT-1634-2

Symptom-Dim picture without color; video -output
bases had less than normal positive voltage
Cure-Check L207, and replace it if open

Chassis-Zenith 19ED45
PHOTOFACT-1377-3
Q202 HORIZ OUTPUT

PINCUSH

T206
HORIZ YOKE
DRIVER

VERT SIGNAL

T204

?
+ 22V

R224

L221
FROM Q803
LEAKY

)
C239

1.5

SHORTED"
TURNS

C227

50µF

47

11

Symptom-No HV, RX234 open and Q204 shorted
Cure-Check C239, and replace it if shorted

Symptom-Intermittent horiz foldover at right edge
Cure-Check T204, and replace if primary has erratic
low ohms reading
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maiflexchanoe
There is no charge for a listing in Reader's Exchange, but
we reserve the right to edit all copy. If you can help with

a request, write directly to the reader, not to Electronic

For Sale: Heath model 10-18 5 -inch lab scope, like

sweep generator. Will buy, or copy and return.

new, $75; Heath TV alignment generator model TS -4A,

$25. Both with manuals and probes. Also, Heath

vectorscope, $25. George Campbell, 44445 13th Street
East, Lancaster, CA 93534.

Needed: Miscellaneous test equipment for a new TV
shop, reasonably priced, in working condition and
with manuals. Send description and prices. Walt's TV
Service, 26 Zophar Mills Road, Wading River, NY
11792.

Needed: Single copies of all PF Reporter issues, and
back issues of Electronic Servicing up through 1972.
State best price for part or all. These are needed for
our shop library. Frank Bouldin, 605 Candlewood

Servicing.

Robert Altomare, Northern Virginia Community
College, Woodbridge Campus, Electronics Department,
15200 Smoketown Road, Woodbridge, VA 22191.

Needed: Volume R-17 of "Most Often Needed Radio
Diagrams of 1957" by Beitman. Also, an operating
manual for a model 10-12 Precision tube tester.
Ronald Lettieri, 433 East Drinker, Dunmore, PA 18512.
Needed: Schematic and service information for model
555N Data Instruments scope. Will buy, or copy and
return. Casimer Zukowski, 2920 West Golden Lane,
Phoenix, AZ 85021.

Road, Fort Worth, TX 76103.

Needed: Transformer C32 -M-9162 for a model 37-116
Philco radio. Either new or good used. Action Radio &

For Sale: Original Rider's Troubleshooters radio

Springs, FL 32701.

manuals volumes 1 through 14, in excellent condition,
sell as a set only for best offer; 1957 RCA Orthophonic
AM/FM receiver with cherry cabinet, plays good, $35.
Also, many old radio tubes. Dave Haman, Box 580,
R.O. #6, Greensburg, PA 15601.

Needed: Schematic and deflection yoke for model

5P108 Amcrest TV. Lube Service Company, 17 East
Mountain Road, Sparta, NJ 17871.
For Sale: B&K-Precision model 1471B 10 -MHz, dual -

trace triggered scope, $300; Heathkit model IG-72
audio generator, $30; Heathkit IG-102 RF signal
generator, $30; Heathkit model IT -121 solid-state

tester, $30. All in new condition with probes and

manuals. Also, Collins 10-80 meter radio, plays good,
$100. Dennis Gignac, 56 Westside Avenue, North
Attleboro, MA 02760.

Needed: Sylvania CK3000 test jig with adapters. Ken

TV,

540 West Highway 434

Unit 8, Altamonte

For Sale: B&K-Precision model 415 sweep -marker,
with carton, manuals and probes, used once, $350;
Conar triggered -sweep scope with probes, $75; Conar
color generator with manual, $50. Leonard Elgart,
3510 Avenue H, Brooklyn, NY 11210.

Needed: Catalog and prices of surplus electronic
organ parts and subassemblies. N. Young, 214 E.
Robertson, Brandon, FL 33511.

For Sale: Sencore PS -148 scope with 39G3 low -cap
and demodulator probe, hardly used, $150; Heathkit
TV post-marker/sweep-generator model 1G -57A with
attenuator and cables, factory calibrated, used twice,
in excellent condition, $75. Paul Ciarelli, 17 Pebble
Lane, Levittown, NY 11756.

Needed: Alignment tape for Wallensak model 1980
open -reel tape recorder. Will use and return the tape.

Ausperk, RR4, Box 13, Logansport, IN 46947.

Elmer Mosley, 720 Poplar, Kenova, WV 25530.

For Sale: Hickok model 440 semiconductor curve
tracer with manual, like new, $60. You pay freight.

Trade: Early, out -of -print Photofacts to trade for
others or for Rider's manuals. Lawrence Beitman,

Roosevelt TV, 263 Nassau Road, Roosevelt, NY 11575.

P.O. Box 46, Highland Park, IL 60035.

For Sale: Rider's television manuals, 26 volumes for
$50 plus shipping. Don Guadini, 555 North Wilson

For Sale: New Heatkit remote -control kit for GR900
color TV, $50. Robert Bowman, 1273 Meadow Lane,

Road, Radcliff, KY 40160.

Youngstown, OH 44514.

Needed: Schematic or power transformer for chassis
85 Atwater Kent radio superheterodyne. Will buy or
copy schematic and return. Tom Kovich, 1532 El

For Sale: Hickok model 230 tube tester with case for
carrying eight receiving tubes, $150; Sencore MU150
continental tube tester, $300. Both in warranty and
mint condition. Consider DVM or counter as partial
trade. Kenneth Miller, 10027 Calvin, Pittsburgh, PA

Prado, Torrance, CA 90501.

Needed: Videocassette tapes for model N1481 Philips/
Norelco color video recorder. John Najvar, Route 3,
Box 3-B, Shiner, TX 77984.

Needed Urgently: Schematic or service manual for
model ST -5A GE marker generator and model ST -4A
12 Electronic Servicing April 1979

15235.

For Sale: Sylvania CK-3000 hybrid color -TV test jig
with cables for all major brands, $200; B&K-Precision
model 280 digital multimeter with power adapter, $50;
B&K model 1248 color-generator/analyzer, $95; B&K

model 467 CRT restorer/tester, $160; EICO model 944
flyback/yoke tester, $35; Castle Mark IV -A tuner subber with power supply, $25; RCA model SM-5440

UHF/VHF indoor rotating antenna with 100

ft.

of

cable, $60. All items shipped FOB. Ralph Roode, 4401
Bermuda Circle, Irvine, CA 92714.

For Sale: One RCA vertical -output transformer, part

This is not just another
continuity checker. In fact,
this amazing pocket tester is
so unique, it's patented. It
does everything! And it
does it without expensive
meters and hard -to -handle
test leads.

With just a touch of the
probe, you can test for:

Much more

20801.

Multitester can be kept in
pocket or tool box to
instantly check:
Floating grounds

model

LA -545 scope by Lavoie Laboratories (seems to be
exact copy of Tektronix 545). Also, need address of

Lavoie Lab. Rejean Mathieu, 660 13th Avenue,

AC neutrals
Ground potential on
medical and other
equipment

Continuity
Voltage
Polarity

Test: 6 volt to 240 VAC
Test: 1 volt to 90 volt DC
The 100% solid state CVP

Needed: Service and operation manual for

Lamps
Diodes
Auto voltage check
Breaks in printed circuit
boards

CORDLESS! SWITCHLESS!

130092, new in carton, $15 plus shipping; one GE
B&W yoke part ET76X41, good condition, $5 plus
shipping. Frank Randolph, 6123 Main, Lanham, MD

AC line voltage

DC voltage
DC polarity

Capacitors
Leakage
Fuses

Once you try the
Workman CVP Multitester
you'll never be without one
again. See it now at your
WEP/Workman distributor.
Uses 3 "N" cells (not included)
Workman battery 433-134
P.O. Box 3828
Sarasota, Fla. 33578
813-371-4242
TWX 810-864-0401

1.10

Senneterre, Quebec, Canada 10Y 2M0.
Needed: Copies of Electronic Servicing from November
1974 to April 1978. Rejean Mathieu, 660 13th Avenue,
Senneterre, Quebec, Canada 10Y 2M0.

For Sale: Test equipment manuals for B&K-Precision,
Sencore, RCA, Hickok, Heath, Tektronix, H -P, Simp-

son, and Triplett. Send stamped addressed envelope
with list of your needs. Ron Jordan, 5277 Larchwood
Drive, San Jose, CA 95118.

For Sale: Three unused RCA electric signs, $5 each;
101 radio and TV tubes, one to three of each type,
$35;

100 dial

lamps, $4; 36 issues of Electronic

Servicing to December, 1977, $18; and 32 issues of
CDE Capacitor, tips and information, $3. All for $60.

THE

WORKMAN CVP
MULTITESTER.
A
/OS
METER!

All prices are less shipping. Otmer Basham, 214 South
Craig, Covington, VA 22426.

For Sale or Trade: Early Rider's manuals and
out -of -print Photofacts. Lawrence Beitman, Box 46,

tare

Highland Park, IL 60035.
For Sale: RCA 535A scope, $280; B&K-Precision 520B

au5ED Al3
N :C/141.s
floNnun

transistor tester, $135; new B&K 1077B Analyst; and
B&K 415 sweep/marker. Might trade for Sencore
VA -48 video analyzer. Ralph Dorough, 600 Colonel
Drive, Garland, TX 75043.

5"

15

For Sale: Fathometer chart paper for Raytheon model
DE -729 (also fits DE -112, 116, 701, 705, 707 and 725,

but different calibration lines). List price is $9 per

roll, but I will ship 10 (or all) COD for $1 per roll; 32
rolls are available. Edwin Pitsinger, 2409 Avenue N,
Galveston, TX 77550.

For Sale: Direct -burial type of jacketed and silicone -

sealed coax CATV cable, spool of 3,085 feet, $530
value for $400 plus shipping; Leader LTC965 curve
tracer; EICO 1030 dc bias supply; EICO 955 capacitor
tester; B&K-Precision radio Analyst; Sencore TF17A
transistor tester; Sprague TC5 capacitor tester; SECO

WORK
WORK

-ESTER No 33-133
cmoNic, pi-Aopocts
APPIWVID eV ,

bAAv4ING

03 rot sag
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Reader's exchange
HC8 cathode -current tester; Pomona 2900 HV probe
(converted to 40 KV); EICO 465 scope; Sencore FE14
TVOM; Sencore SM152 sweep/marker; make offers.
Richard Dugo, 29 Mill, Dansville, NY 14437.

For Sale: Tektronix 531A dual -trace scope with CA
dual -trace plug-in, D -type differential amplifier, current probe and scope cart; RCA WC528B curve
tracer; VOX -70 Record -A -Call answering machine
with extra tapes; 130 most -used (new) tubes in caddy.

All have manuals and cables, and are in excellent

condition. Make offer; or consider trade for a

microcomputer system. Mike Murphy, 40512 Regency
Drive, Sterling Heights, MI 48078.

Needed: Source of parts (including heads, preamps,
motors and others) for Bell tape deck, manufactured

by TRW. Need service manuals for models T-347,
T202 and T201. George Barnes, 38 Woodmere Road,
Framingham, MA 01701.

For Sale: B&K-Precision model 1077B TV Analyst,
about year old, used little, $375; and Olson TE-197
VOM, 50,000 ohms -per -volt, $40. Or best offers.
William David, 209 Fir, Montgomery, MN 56069.

For Sale: Like -new Sencore model TF166 transistor/
FET analyzer, $100; Tektronix model 514AC scope,
$100. J. E. Johnson, Route 6, Box 245A, Thomasville,
GA 31792.

For Sale or Trade: B&K-Precision model 415 sweep/
marker, with manual and leads, excellent condition,

$250 prepaid. Or, trade for a Sencore SM152 with

WINEGARD WORKS...

manual and accessories,

in good condition.

Earl

Triplett, Box 165, Avant, OK 74001.

HA -146 2 -meter fig with antenna, 11 sets of crystals

and touch-tone pad, $240. Larry Hall, Route 3 Box

Needed: Horizontal -output transformer part number
D80-49-3 for a Silvertone B&W TV. Sears does not
stock. Ludlow TV Service, 4035 South Richmond,
Tulsa, OK 74135.

Needed: Lectrotech BG120 color -bar generator; Sencore SG165 stereo analyzer; Sencore PS148 scope.

Accept equivalent instruments. Thomas Burns, 9
Allegheny Terrace, Pittsburgh, PA 15207.

3462, Selah, WA 98942.

Needed: Horizontal and/or vertical sweep tester for
transistorized circuits; a color test jig; a good scope;
and one color TV correspondence course. Kenneth
Miller, 10027 Calvin, Pittsburgh, PA 15235.

Needed: Schematic and service data for model

AM -100 Viso -Analyzer by Commercial Trades Institute. Will buy, or copy and return. William Ott, Route
2, Box 119C, Hinesville, GA 31313.

For Sale: Bell & Howell home -entertainment electron-

ics course, $75; CIE FCC first-class license course,

$60; Heathkit HW101 with mic, $400; Lafayette

Needed: Riders volume 23, also HQ -180. Anthony
Kray Main Street, Putney, VT 05346.
0

for an entire community.
Indian Springs, California, 85 miles from
San Francisco, is a great place to live, but
not for getting much television.
To help sell their 155 -home development,

the Jules Duc Construction Company
planned a community MATV system. Dave
Marsh, who had left a good telephone company job to go on his own as a TV antenna

installer, got the chance to bid on the job.
He got a set of blueprints of the site and
designed a Winegard CLA system. "Then:'
Marsh recalls, "I sent the plan to Winegard
where some improvements were made. I

priced it out, submitted the bid, and got
the job:
To get TV signals from San Francisco,
a 70 -foot self-supporting tower was put on
the side of the highest hill in Indian Springs.

Because of the inaccessability of the location and the time requirement, Marsh hired
a helicopter. The job that would've taken
six men three days to complete was done
by four men in two hours. Marsh installed

five Winegard antennas on the tower:
CH -2026 for channels 2, 4, and 5, CH -9055

for channel 81, CH -2008 for 8, CH -7082
for 11-36, and a CH -9055 for channel 46.
Other equipment used included: AC -0926
preamp; ME -26 tuned for channels 2, 4,
and 5; DX -0302, DX -0303, DX -0304,

Dave Marsh, owner of AA Antenna Systems in San Jose, California. shows off the Winegard MATV headend he
installed to service 155 homes in the Indian Springs housing development. Reception is reported to be excellent
although this is a very difficult signal area.

out the Winegard system only two stations,
channels 8 and 46, would've been available
to the homeowners. As a result of the system each homeowner now receives channels 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 36, 46 and 81. Marsh
credits the assistance he received from his

his business. "Everytime I had a problem

VC -4213's; CL -22 and CLA-121 line am-

Winegard distributor, and the Winegard

plifiers: CT -1001, CT -1002, CT -1004 drop -

District Manager, in helping him establish

help dealers solve the toughest TV reception problems.

DX -0305, DX -0306, DX -0308, DX -0309,

and DX -0311 strip amplifiers: Three
taps: AF -0500, IP-6, IP-12. IVB voltage
block and CL -2800 cable.
"As the homes would go up I'd pre -wire
them:' Marsh said. "I'd go in right after the

electrician and just before the drywaller.
Each house received three outlets': With -

I'd call on Winegard and they spent the

time to get things straightened out:'
Marsh stated.
Winegard has products that work, and
the experienced personnel who work to

WINEGARD WORKS... Everywhere!

\/WINEGARD

The Winegard Company
Circle (7) on Reply Card

3000 Kirkwood Street

Burlington. Iowa 52601

What are Microprocessors?
By Carl Babcoke, Editor

This brief overview of microprocessors is presented as an
introduction to the new series that begins this month in

Electronic Servicing. These articles will bridge the gap between
the theory of these complex circuits and practical field servicing.
Microprocessors defined

Microprocessors have been a
major factor

the digital electronics revolution. And yet they
in

remain something of a mystery.

Defining a microprocessor

is

complicated by a lack of standardi-

zation caused by rapid growth.
Microprocessors are linked to computers, yet they can perform many
complex programs alone. There is
no clear distinction between micro-

C

STEREO

processors and microcomputers or

sors are programmable devices

minicomputers.

which control sequential processes
and whole machines by the
manipulation of digital signals.

According to one simple definition, a microprocessor is a single
integrated curcuit (IC) which can

perform about 75% of the operations usually done by a small

Basic functions
Late -model microprocessors con-

computer. What's more, most small
modern computers include a micro-

tain (usually inside one IC) these
four basic sections:

processor to do the mathematics

an arithmetic -logic unit (ALU)

and control functions.
In broadest terms, microproces-

which sometimes is called a proces-

\

DIGITAL
GAMES

sor;

/

PHONES

C

HOME

COMPUTERS

VERSATILE MICROPROCESSOR

INDUSTRIAL

TYPEWRITERS

CONTROLS

MACHINE
BLENDERS

CONTROLS

PROCESS

WASHING
MACHINES
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control logic with a timing clock;
two kinds of memory; and

input-output devices (which by

CLOCK

MICROPROCESSOR

multiplexing can be the same unit
with two functions).

Together the ALU and the

control -logic circuits often are re-

ferred to as a Central Processing
Unit (CPU). A CPU is comparable
to a digital calculator, since it takes
care of the mathematical functions,
among others. Also, the CPU acts
as a speedy delivery service, taking
data between memories (they cannot communicate directly with each
other) and obeying commands from
the Read Only Memory (ROM) or
(through an encoder) from an operator.

A CPU has two kinds of inputs

and outputs that operate on the

CONTROL

ALU

LOGIC

A

INPUT/OUTPUT

INTERNAL DATA BUS

INTERFACE

ROM

RAM

MEMORY

MEMORY

signal busses. Address lines always

are outputs, while data lines can
handle either input or output data,
depending on the timing.
On command, the CPU assigns
data to certain sections of Random Access Memory (RAM) and ROM
memories. Then it checks to be
certain the data corresponds to
those particular address locations.

been manufactured by many com-

programmable controllers;

panies. Large -Scale Integration

arithmetic units; and
sequencers.
Not all applications use the full
capabilities of microprocessors,
which are available in 4 -bit, 8 -bit
and 16 -bit versions. For example,
microprocessors used in home ap-

(LSI) technique was used to pack a
complete microprocessor into one
40 -pin DIP case. IC 8080 has 16

RAMs are the temporary storehouses for data that will be needed

address lines, 8 data lines,

ROMs are brains that are manufactured with permanently stored

microprocessor that can address up
to 65,536 8 -bit words. Therefore, it
is said to have a 64K memory.
In this microprocessor, a bit is a

later, including the program that
controls the microprocessor.

information. When asked, each

10

control lines, 4 power pins and 2
pins for clock input. It is an 8 -bit

ROM tells the CPU what it should
do, how to accomplish the action,
when to do it, and where to place
the data afterwards.
,Notice that the CPU never operates alone. It is a good servant that

binary 0 or 1, while a byte is 8
contiguous bits found in a single
memory location. A word is 16

works

rapidly and accurately at
whatever it's instructed to do.
That's why most new -type micro-

the 8080 has a fair amount of

processors have some ROM, RAM
and input-output capability provided inside the same IC package.

computer capabilities, in addition
to a large potential for controlling
many complex operations. While
newer microprocessors have even
more capabilities, they lack the
wealth of software that's available
for the 8080.

Additional memories of both

kinds can be added externally and
connected into the signal busses
where the CPU can carry their data

contiguous bits that occupy two
successive memory locations.

These specifications indicate that

Classic 8080

One of the first popular microprocessors is the 8080 which has

Every technician should learn
enough about microprocessors to
permit analyzing and servicing any

systems that contain them. This
recommendation is for all kinds of
electronics, because microprocessors

now are (or soon will be) found in
all branches.

Typical uses

A complete list of all the jobs a

too.

pliances, business machines, videotape editors or audiotape recorders
probably are selected mostly for the
control functions.
Microprocessor is the most popular term for a new feature of many
new products in a multitude of
fields. A few microprocessor -controlled TV tuners are in production
now, and every TV line is expected
to have a version by next year.

microprocessor can perform would
fill many magazines. However, they

can be lumped into three basic
categories:

The new series about micro-

processor circuit operations (which
begins elsewhere in this issue) will
help fill the gap between engineers
complex information and practical
field servicing of the equipment.
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An introduction
to microprocessors
By Jack Webster

Internally, microprocessor ICs are very complicated. Some contain the equivalent of sever-

al thousand transistors. And many details of construction and operation are hidden in
proprietary secrecy. Therefore, a study of these commercial ICs is of little value. Instead,
this series will concentrate on general operations of various sections in an IC and the typical functions and performances of microprocessors. Experiments showing the simplified
operation of memories and other microprocessor circuits will be given later.

Basic concepts & definitions
English, the first step is to change
People who work in a specialized it into a mathematical form, such

field usually develop their own
vocabulary or jargon that

helps

them communicate with each other.
A good starting point for a study
of microprocessors is to learn the

as:

x 1100

x12

to be solved by a computer, the

The numbers now are in binary
language, but a difficulty remains.
Both numbers can be recognized by
the computer, but it doesn't under-

various elements must be changed

stand the multiplication sign. A

Therefore, if the same problem is

computer terms will be explained
also. However, microprocessors
have many more uses than just in
computers. They are versatile and
are capable of doing many things

to a form (language) that the
computer can identify and manipu-

according to how they are programmed.

into or

Human vs. machine language
Suppose a math problem involves

multiplying eighteen by twelve.
That's stated in English words; so
for

a human who understands

18 Electronic Servicing April 1979

lents:
10010

18

In other words, the problem must
jargon used by digital engineers,
manufacturers and service techni- be changed to a language that the
cians. These various terms will be problem -solver can utilize.

included at appropriate points.
And because microprocessors are
essential parts of computers, some

converted to these binary equiva-

late.
Microprocessors

recognize

only

binary language. Every message

out of a

microprocessor

must be in the form of digital ones
and zeros (highs and lows). The
numbers 18 and 12 are decimal
types, which can't be used directly
by computers or microprocessors.
Because a microprocessor can't
recognize 18 and 12, they must be

binary code

is

needed for the

multiplication sign.

Such binary codes are programmed into the IC during manufacturing. Assume that the binary
number 0111000 was assigned to
the function of multiplication. After
this change, the problem becomes
the all -digital (1100) (0111000)
(10010). It is

properly stated in

computer language and the microprocessor section of the computer
can perform the calculation.

Notice, however, that translation
of decimal numbers into computer
data has produced digital numbers
that are not readily understood by

most humans. Imagine trying to
operate a calculator that forces the
operator to change every decimal
number into binary code before it is
fed into the calculator! A readout
in binary also is not acceptable.

An automatic interpreter is
needed; one that converts Arabic
decimal numbers to binary. Thus
for example, 1, 2 and 3 become

- 111111:Ill
1111111111111111111:11111:11114::

0001, 0010 and 0011.

ICs that make such conversions
are called encoders. A keyboard type encoder converts to binary
code any decimal numbers or math
operators (+, -, X and ÷) that are

11111H11111,1111

11:111

:;1111I

typed on it.
After the microprocessor solves

the math problem, it sends the
answer to the output. Unfortunatethis answer is in binary form
that's not acceptable to the operaly,

tor.

A decoder is necessary for converting the output binary numbers
to Arabic decimal numbers which
then are displayed on an LED or
LCD display, a TV -type screen or
other kind of numerical display.

Both the numbers and multiplication commands are encoded into
binary language and then fed to the
microprocessor. The keyboard and
its encoder act as an interface that
permits a human operator to send
the microprocessor a valid message.
This is the input section.
Similarly, the output decoder and

The 8085 microprocessor chip is very complicated because it is less than a
half -inch square. (Courtesy of Intel)

readout display act as an interface
to allow the microprocessor's an-

swer to be understood by the
human. This is the output section.
All computers and microprocess-

stant control and supervision of a

or -controlled devices have combined
input and output sections, com-

limited in both speed and accuracy
because of the manual control.

monly written as I/O.

ALU calculator

A calculator can be made by
adding input and output devices to
the type of Arithmetic -Logic Unit
(ALU) that is part of each microprocessor. This simple calculator

(Figure 1) is capable of performing
logic functions (such as AND and

OR), comparing data, multiplication, division, addition and subtrac-

tion. Data is moved in and out on
the bus lines.

Other functions can be per-

formed, but only under the con-

human operator. The system is

Control & timing
These many intricate steps can
be handled better electronically by

A clock is added in Figure 2 to

operate the stepping of various
signals into and out of the system,
and to time the various operations.
This clock function is similar to
that of a clock in synchronous
counters.

So far, no provision has been

the addition of a control and timing
unit (Figure 2). Usually the Arith-

made for any kind of memory. And

metic Logic Unit (ALU) and the
control unit are different sections

gram that operates sequentially.

inside the same microprocessor IC.
However, in a large computer, they
might be in two separate ICs.
Working together, the ALU performs arithmetic manipulations and
logic functions, while the control
unit moves the signals to and from
the proper locations.

RAM & ROM memories
RAM is the acronym for Random
Access Memory, and it is a system

memory is essential for any pro-

that accepts binary bits (ones and
zeros) for storage (usually tempo-

rary). By an input of the proper
signals, those binary bits can be
retrieved and used at any time and
April 1979 Electronic Servicing 19

for an
experience
in electronics,

BUS

BUS

INPUT

ALU

OUTPUT

Figure 1 The Aritimetic-Logic Urit (ALU) of a microprocessor with suitable
encoders and dec.)ders can perform many mathematical calculations and
logic functions. However, the human operatcr must manually control each
step.

ALU

le*

INPUT

OUTPUT

CONTROL

get into,
cameras

CLOCK

Improve your income by acquiring
additional skills as a camera repair
technician. Increasing use of electronics in cameras is creating still
more opportunities for camera

CPU

repair specialists. Take advantage.
Performance Training

National Camera developed the
first comprehensive technical training for camera repair technicians in
the '50's. More practicing techni-

Figure

2

The

CEntral

Processing

Unit

(CPU)

is

made

up

of

Except for memory, this comprises a basic microprocessor.

cians hove received training from us

than from any other single source.
Now this better -than -ever professional program is as close to you as
your mailbox. Learn at home!

ALU

Complete Package

You get texts, tools, practice
equipment -a complete program
including the latest additions in
photographic electronics - not
available anywhere else.

INPUT

Free catalog
Find out about great training programs in camera repair technology.

CONTROL LOGIC

OUTPUT

a

You con learn at home, keeping
your present job, or at our one-year
resident school in Colorful Colorado.
For free information, use the cord in
this publication or write us today.

national Camera, Inc.
Technical Training Division, Dept. EDA

2000 West Union Ave.,
Englewood, Colorado 80110
Accredited member NHSC, NAT TS
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the

Arithmetic -Logic Unit (ALU) and the cont-ol and timing (clock) unit.

11r

CLOCK

ROM

RAM

MICROPROCESSOR
Figure 3 4 functional microprocessor has these sections.

Microprocessors
MICROPROCESSOR QUIZ

from any internal location regardless of sequence. Any number can
be stored and retrieved, or a new
number can be inserted at any time

by use of the proper code. RAM
memory usually is lost when the dc
power is removed.
ROM means Read Only Memory.
It too is a memory system, but one

that stores the data permanently.
The IC is programmed when it's
manufactured, and most types cannot be changed after that. For

Can you define these terms?
DYNAMIC
ENCODER
HARDWARE
INPUT
INTERFACE

CONTROL & TIMING

I/O

RAM
ROM
STATIC
STEPPING

CPU
DECODER

KEYBOARD
MEMORY

SOFT WARE
VOLATILE

Figure 4 These words were mentioned in the article. Can you define them
in computer and microprocessor terminology?

example, the binary value of Pi
(3.14159265 in decimal) can be
stored in the ROM when it's built.

75% OFF LIST ON ORIGINAL

Addressing the ROM with the
proper code allows this precise

JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTORS

Why buy expensive American replacement semiconductors
When you can buy Japanese semiconductors for much less.

figure to be retrieved at any time
for an unlimited number of times.

The computer operator cannot
change the value or erase the
number. ROM memories remain
intact whether or not any dc power
is applied.

Figure 3 shows the system of
Figure 2 with RAM and ROM
memories added. If more memory
is needed, additional memory ICs
can be connected externally and
microprocessor.

Static & dynamic
RAMS are available in either

static or dynamic types. A static

RAM is made from flip flops

(which retain the last state), so no
further attention is required after
the data is read into it. This binary
data is retained (as long as the de
power is not turned off) until it is
superceded by new data.
A dynamic RAM memorizes bi-

nary states by storing electric

charges, which would soon dissipate

if not refreshed periodically. Static

RAMs usually are specified for
smaller systems while larger systems
use dynamic RAMs and provide the
circuits for the refresh mode.

Volatile & non-volatile
The word volatile describes digital memory circuits that are erased
(all stored data is lost) when the dc
supply voltage is removed. Non-volatile memories retain the stored

TYPE

1-9

TYPE

1-9

2SA 102
2SA 473
2SA 484

.55

2SC 620
2SC 632A

2.30

2SC 634/1

45

2SA 495
2SA 497

30
120

2SC 710

25

2SC 711

25

2SA 509
2SA 562

.35

2SC 712

30

2SC 717

2SA 564A
2SA 634

.34

2SC 730
2SC 732

25
40
330

2SA 643
2SA 673
2SA 678

2SA 683
2SA 684
2SA 695
2SA 699A
2SA 706
2SA 720
2SA 733
2SA 747
2S8 22
2S8 54
2S8 77
2S8 175
2S8 186
2S8 187
2S8 324
2SB 367
2S8 405
2SB 407
2S8 463
2S8 474
2SB 507
2S8 511
2S8 557
2SC 183
2SC 184
2SC 372
2SC 373
2SC 380
2SC 382
2SC 387A
2SC 394
2SC 458
2SC 460

34

AO

35
40
.50

50
50

40

Other types of memories are
included in many microprocessors,
and they will be discussed in a later
article.

0

TYPE

1-9

40

.90

45

2S0 359
200 427
2S0 525
2S0 526
2SK 19
2SK 23
2SK 30
2SK 33
2SK 34

95

2SK 41

40

2SC 1448A
2SC 1475

1.15
90

2SC 1509

SO

2SC I567A

.70

2SC 1675

30
150

25
.25

2SC 1760

1.05

2SC 735
2SC 756
2SC 756A

.25

2SC 1775
2SC 1816
2SC 1908

1.90

.25

1.90

2.15

60

120

2SC 784

.35

2SC 789
2SC 793

35
20

25

2.40

4.80

2SC 799

2.40

50

2SC 828

25

.35

2SC 829
2SC 839
2SC 867A
2SC 900
2SC 930
2SC 945
2SC I 0008L
2SC 1013
2SC 1014

.25

25

1-9

2SC 733
2SC 734

325

40
40

TYPE
2SC 1383
2SC 1384

2SC 1678
2SC 1687
2SC 1728

2SC 778
2SC 781

50

2.40

35
4.45

2SK 55
3SK 22Y
3SK 35
3SK 37
3SK 40
3SK 41
3SK 45

35
.35

2SC 1909
2SC 1945
2SC 1957

2.70
5.45
75

25

2SC 1969

425

25

2SC 1973

.65

SO

2SC 2029

85

2SC 1030
2SC 1060
2SC 1061

2.30
80

2SC 2076

.85

2SC 2091

1.10

85

2SC 2092

2.15

8A 51IA

50

2SC 2098

3.40

BA 521
HA 1151

30
90

80
270
50

50
25

25
25
40
40
30

25

50
I AO

2SC 482

1.40

2SC 485

140
55
40

2SC 509
2SC 517

3.20

2SC 535

35

2SC 1096
2SC 1114
2SC 1116A
2SC 1124
2SC 1127
2SC 1162
2SC 1166
2SC 11728
2SC 1173
2SC 1209
2SC 1226
2SC 1226A
2SC 1237
2SC 1239
2SC 1306
2SC 1307
2SC 1318
2SC 1364

550
175
240

.75

2.15
1.10

2.40

.50

TA 7060P

1.10

1.00

TA 7061 P

1.10

.45

TA 7062P

70

TA 7063P
TA 7074P
TA 7089P
TA 7120P

55
.55
.70

1.75

1.45

225
150
150
150

1.30
1.45

3.95

240
180

TA 7203P
TA 7204P
TA 72057
TA 7310P
TBA 810SH

2.80
2.40
1.90
1.50

230
555

TC 5080P

25

2SC 1 018

1 30

1-9

STK 435
STK 439
TA 7045M
TA 7055P

FREE CATALOG

I.10

35

TYPE

BEFORE YOU BUY CHECK OUR
QUANTITY DISCOUNT PRICES ....
3SK 48
3SK 49
AN 2142
AN 239
AN 247P
AN 274
AN 313
AN 315

.25

2SC 481

2SC 495

.50

40

2SC 1974

ISO

.60

2SC 1975

1.80

SO

2SC 2028

60
1.90
.60

3.65
1.50

ISO
4.75

TC 5081P
TC 5082P
UHIC 001

3.25
3.75

555
555

2.85
1.85

UHIC 002
UHIC 003
UHIC 004

4 55

UHIC 005

555

2.15
2.10

UPC 20C

2.65

UPC 554C

1.75

230

1.75

5.55
5.55

3.75

2S0 72

.60

3.75

2S0 91

I50

HA

I 156W

1.90

20

2S0 92

1.70

235

.90

2S0 180

120

HA 1306W
HA 1322
HA 1339
HA I339A

UPC 5550
UPC 575C2
UPC 576
UPC 592HZ

2.85

UPC 1001 HZ

230

220

UPC 1008C

5.70

2.90
2.15
2 15
2.30

UPC 1020H

2.30

UPC I025H
UPC I156H

230

UPO 857C

935

240

UPD 858C

7.15

4.50

UPO 86IC
C3001
2SC F8

220

80

2S0 187

.40

.35

2S0 218

3.40

3.80

2S0 234

.75

LA 403IP

.65

2S0 235

75

.35

2S0 261

.35

.65

2S0 287

.65

2S0 291

2.80
2.70

LA 4032P
LA 4400
M 515131
PLL OIA

2.10
2.80

2S0 313
2S0 315

1.80

2SO 325

2.80

40
40

ISO

5.75

.75

PLL 02A
PLL 03A

.70

SG 613

5.80

2SO 330

S4
75

STK 011
STK 013

430

2SO 356

2S0 358

85

STK 015

data regardless of the presence or
absence of supply voltage.

NON-VOLATILE
OUTPUT

ALU
BINARY
BUS
CLOCK
COMPUTER

.65

8.65

8.75
4 75

1.50

2.30
.90
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905
1.60
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44004
005
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19
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the signal wiring can be reached
easily.

In most cases, no detailed analysis is needed. If the schematic calls
for about 1 VPP of 120 -Hz ripple,

but horizontal pulses of 100 VPP
are there, don't analyze the pulses
but eliminate them by finding the

Bad filters
cause
elusive problems

bad capacitor. When a new capacitor has removed the hash and
pulses, the original problem probably will be gone also.
Notice, however, that the exces-

sive amplitude of a wrong wave shape has located the supply line
which is not properly filtered.

Test equipment-No unusual test
equipment is required to find which
filter is defective. Most good shops

have everything that's needed.

These items of test equipment are
Hum bars and small pictures are not the only symptoms of open
filter capacitors. Filters that bypass the common voltage supply
of several basic circuits can allow (if they become open) a mixing
of these signals. The unusual symptoms that are produced can

be eliminated by following the tests described here.

By Homer L. Davidson

Conventional or unusual
symptoms
Symptoms of defective filter capacitors range from the usual hum

bars and audible hum to others
that seem to have no connection
with power -supply problems.

In previous years, most techni-

cians tested for bad filters by
paralleling the suspected capacitor
with a new one of the correct value.
Of course, this test cannot identify
leaky capacitors. Another limitation

is the temporary healing of some
capacitors because of the severe
voltage surges produced by shunting while the power is on. Despite
these restrictions, the paralleling

test generally was satisfactory in
previous years. But components
have changed to types having less
tolerance for overloads, so modifications of the test are necessary.

One good method is to turn off

Unusual symptoms-One old-timer
in the TV -servicing field once said,
"I always shunt the filter capacitors

in the low -voltage supply when
unusual symptoms appear on the
screen. I find that it solves about
60% of my service problems."

Dangers to solid-state components from voltage surges have been
mentioned already, and precautions

must be taken. However, the oldtimer's reasons for using this test to
locate those hard -to -explain symp-

a scope calibrated to read peak to -peak ac voltages (it can show
foreign waveforms and the total
amplitude); and

a generator of crosshatch patterns (better for showing bending).
In addition, a capacitor substitution box covering the larger values
needed for solid-state merchandise
is an excellent time-saver. A model
that reduces surges is highly recommended.

Another optional instrument for
solving difficult cases of borderline
performance is a capacitance meter.

Some new models have a direct reading digital display.

Many different sections of each
TV obtain dc power from the same

source. When a capacitor opens,
the signal impedance of that supply
no longer is near zero. Waveforms
of hum, audio, vertical or horizon-

tal signals appear on the a -Hines
and are brought into other sections.
Therefore, the symptoms of a defect

appear in a section that does not
have a problem except from the

turned off before the capacitor is

Analyze waveforms-A better test
method than shunting is to scope
the waveforms at the various
branches of the B+ supply. This is
particularly valuable where the B+
circuit is not readily accessible but
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problems reduce the B+ voltage);

equipment.

signals fed through the power

disconnected. An elegant solution is
to use one of the capacitor -substitution boxes that permit charging the
capacitor before it is switched in
direct.

a meter for measuring dc and ac
voltages plus resistances (many

toms remain valid for modern

the power before a test capacitor is
connected to the circuit. Following

the test, the power should be

recommended:

supply.

Figure 1 Three classic symptoms of
an open power -supply filter are two
rounded black horizontal bars in the

picture, horizontal displacement at the
bars and a smaller picture size. With

crosshatch, the bars are stationary;
while on station signal they move
slowly up through the picture.

Typical symptoms

Dark horizontal hum bars that
move slowly up through a narrow
picture (Figure 1) are one classic
symptom of bad filter capacitors.
(Of course, bad tubes can cause the

same hum bars in sets that have
tubes.) These dark bars sometimes

are accompanied by bending of
vertical lines as the hum moves up
the screen. Audible hum might or
might not be heard in the speaker.
Incidentally, an erratic bending of

vertical lines (but without hum

bars) can be caused by high power
factor in the filter that bypasses the
supply to the horizontal -sweep cir-

The method of finding open capacitors
by scoping the B + supplies is espec-

cuit.

However, many other symptoms

(some very unusual) can be produced by filter capacitor defects in
some TV models. Some of these are
explained in the case histories that
follow.

Previous repair

The complaint against an old
Sears color receiver was a kink in
the picture that travelled upward.
Obviously, the flyback transformer
and two filter capacitors had been
replaced by another shop. In fact,
the cans had not been replaced, but
instead the two separate capacitors
were hanging by their leads under
the old ones (see Figure 2).

Both capacitors checked above
the rated values and the dc voltage
at the output of the power supply
was about correct. However, the
scope indicated excessive ripple at

The author checks filter capacitor

ially helpful when the filters are not

voltages in an older color TV.

accessible.

the second filter capacitor. (the one
downstream from the filter choke).
Shunting another 100 uF capacitor
across it made little difference.
When measuring the dc voltage
at each side of the choke, there was
only slightly more than 1V differ-

by failure of another section. There-

ence between the readings. Since
the drop should have been higher,

fore, the choke and all complete
filter cans were replaced at the
same time, solving the hum problem.

Poor horizontal locking

The picture on this Olympic

the choke winding was checked and
found to be less than 1 n Insulation paper around the winding was
brown from excessive heat.

CTC31-chassis television would lose

shorted or become leaky, damaging

All dc voltage measurements,
resistance tests and waveforms

.

The original C2 probably had

the choke. And the shorted turns
reduced the filtering, causing hum
in the picture.
Quite often, one shorted section
of a multiple can is followed soon

horizontal locking when channels
were changed or during a videotape
problem. In addition, the horizontal
locking was very loose.
showed nothing wrong in the AFPC

and horizontal -oscillator stages.
However, when a similar value was
paralleled across C2 (Figure 3), the

61W8A

V9 AFC

C81

820pF
2 I

Figure 3 An unstable horizontal

C79

0039

R123
120

oscillator was
L40

caused by an open

OSC

in C2.

R126
6800

Figure 2 Paralleling new capacitors

+ 280V

across the old ones if not recommended. Failure of a second section

often follows the original failure.

C2

+

10µF L-1 --- OPEN

These capacitors are too near the hot

resistors, and their size further

re-

stricts the air flow.
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Figure 4

Picture

+ 19V

pulling

(and no other symptoms)

resulted from an open
Zener

C810.

D803

OPEN

regu-

lated the dc voltage, but
did not eliminate enough
of the ripple.

C171

0015

Figure 5 Lower voltage and
higher ripple because of an
open

H-

filter capacitor can

cause both increased bright-

120VAC

ness and video hum, when

FROM

the supply furnishes negative

[-IX3
140V

R219

voltage to the brightness

C5

40µF

control.

Figure 6 Resistor R226 is cool during
normal operation. If it becomes very

OPEN

hot, either C2A is open or there is a
short in the load.

Bad filters

Penncrest model 4828 had 60 -Hz
hum in the picture and excessive

locking was normal. Replacement

brightness that could not be reduced enough by the brightness

of C2 produced solid locking.

control.

excessive current.

At first, it was believed that two
defects (one video and one filter)

were removed from the lug of C3A.

Picture pulling
Picture pulling was the problem
of a M25 -chassis Admiral. Some
sideways movement of certain pic-

were causing those symptoms. How-

ever, scoping the +260 V supply

decoupling resistor in the +350-V
supply (Figure 7), so it seemed
certain that some kind of short or
overload in this supply was causing

All wires and the resistor lead

The capacitor was checked for

tal -oscillator coil. But this border,

Brightness problems often originate in the video stages, and hum

leakage, but the leakage was normal. Neither were any shorts discovered at any of the other leads
that had been connected to the lug.
A new resistor was installed and

ing. It was clear that

turned on, the new resistor began

ture elements was minimized by
careful adjustment of the horizon-

and shunting its capacitors gave no
improvement.

line adjustment brought on an sometimes does too. During a all wires reconnected to the capaciintermittent loss of horizontal lock- search of the schematic, it was tor lug. When the power was
defective

noticed that -140 V was applied to

components were to blame and not

one end of the brightness control

adjustments.

through a limiting resistor.
Only -17 V was measured at the
brightness control, with about -70
V at the anode of diode X3. Checks
of all parts around X3 showed the
diode was okay, but filter capacitor
C5 was open (Figure 5).

A new horizontal module was
installed, but without any improvement. Occasionally, a new module

will be defective, so a second

module was tried. Again, there was
no change.
Voltages in the horizontal circuit

were within tolerance. A scope
check of the +19-V supply indicated excessive ripple. Module
M800 was not in stock, so capacitor

C810 (see Figure 4) was shunted
with a test capacitor. Both the
pulling and the ripple were reduced. After C810 was replaced,
performance was normal. The zener

diode (D803) regulated the dc

voltage but did not eliminate all of
the ripple.
Excessive brightness

When brought to the shop,
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a

The open CS reduced the negative voltage (increasing the brightness) and also introduced 60-hz
hum into the video via the bright-

ness control. A new capacitor
solved both problems.

to heat excessively and smoke.
After several frustrating hours of

hunting for a short circuit, a
broken terminal lug at C2A was
found which gave the effect of an
open capacitor. At first, it seemed

impossible for this capacitor to
cause heating in the other branch
of the supply. However, the installa-

tion of a new resistor and a new
C2A capacitor restored correct operation.
By now, there could be no doubt;
an open C2A had been the culprit.

Further study of the schematic

Something burning

Smoke from underneath the

revealed the reason. C2A bypasses
the horizontal pulses that back up

chassis indicated some component

from the sweep. When C2A was

was too hot in the RCA CTC31

chassis. After the chassis was
placed on the bench and connected

open, the other filter (C3A) tried to
bypass those pulses. However, the

current from the filtering of the

to a test jig, R226 (see picture in

pulses had to pass through R226.

Figure 6) was found to be extremely

So, the unusual current of C3A was
causing R226 to burn up.

hot. R226 is a small 680-

f2

Arcing sounds
When the Zenith model B4030W
was turned on and the tubes heated

and the stripes of wrong horizontal
frequency. Adjustments of the horizontal oscillator helped very little.

enough to operate, a loud arcing
sound could be heard. The sound

Scoping the +270-V source re-

was similar to arcing in the tripler,

but the flyback was buzzing and
the whistle from the sweep circuit
was heard at too low a frequency.
In addition, the horizontal -output
tube was running a red plate.
Replacement of the oscillator and

output tubes eliminated the overheating of the output tube. But the
raster showed white erratic lines

vealed excessive hash and horizon-

tal pulses at C1B. And the source

Shunting another capacitor across
C1B restored the horizontal locking

ins were the symptoms of the RCA
CTC74 color TV.

Rotation of the horizontal -hold
control either made the condition

Varying the brightness made no
change. Squeals could be heard

and stopped the arcing noises. For from the flyback transformer.
This receiver had been brought
a permanent repair, the whole Cl
in from another shop. Many of the
can was replaced.
diodes, small capacitors, both SCRs

Frying sounds
Frying noises in the speaker and

and other components had been
Continued on page 28

Figure 7 When C2A is open, R226
runs too hot and often fails. Without

141

+355V

FROM

BRIDGE

C2A-

CIA

along with a height of about 5

measured only about +190 V. worse or caused the breaker to trip.

B+

80,F

erratic arcing lines in the raster

I,

80µF

+

"ri

C2A,

excessive

amplitudes of horizontal pulses and
ripple are produced there. However,

OPEN

C3A is a low -impedance path for such
signals and it is separated from C2A
only by R226 which has a low

11226

680

+350V
HOT

the capacitance of

resistance. The full amplitude of
pulses and ripple therefore is placed

C3A

30µF

across R226.

This

strong capacitor

current is sufficient to ruin R226.

Stop Repeating Original Equipment Failures!
Specify Thordarson better built hicact hepiacements!

It's good business for you to switch to Thordarson exact replacements. They are designed and built better tilan
the original they replace.
You choose from the industry's widest selection of flame retardant flybacks and yokes and exact replacement
voltage multipliers. All conform perfectly to the original. From mounting holes to wiring color codes. Replacement
is fast and easy with accurate, constantly updated Thordarson cross-reference data.
Why keep replacing original failures with more originals? Specify Thordarson exact replacements-for any
brand. You'll get quality at reasonable prices, reduce call backs and satisfy more customers. Order from your
Thordarson distributor today!

THORDARSON MEISSNER, INC.
Electronic Center
Mt. Carmel, Illinois 62863
In Canada-GTE Sylvania Canada Corporation
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I Mae news
B&K-Precision has begun making test equipment product presen-

tations at offices or plants of
industrial companies. After the

presentation, a question and answer
period is provided, followed with
operation of the test equipment by
the industrial engineers and technicians. These "on -site" programs are
conducted by field engineers

Stephen Brow and Paul Nielsen
along with Jim Farrell, B&K-Precision regional sales manager.

Dr. William L. Bowden has been
James Farrell, regional sales manager for B&K-Precision, explains features of
the lest equipment to John Hughes (center) and Howard Crowner (right) of
Datatrol Corporation. (Courtesy of B&K-Precision)

named president of the Cleveland
Institute of Electronics (CIE). Dr.
Gerald 0. Allen has been moved to

chairman of the board, and the
former chairman, John D. Drinko,

becomes chairman of the executive
committee, a new post.

Named to the post of staff vice

president of the RCA videodisc

programming operation is Gordon
W. Bricker, formerly manager of
the RCA consumer electronics division.

TRONICS, INC

Paul Jones, general manager of
PTS-Seattle, has been named PTS
"Man of the Month." Jones joined
PTS four years ago after several
years working with sonar gear in
the US Navy and 18 months with

another tuner service company.
Last year, he received an award
certificate from PTS for zero com-

plaints. His branch also has been
cited for outstanding service by the
National Electronic Service Dealers
Association (NESDA).

Paul Jones (right) receives the PTS "Man of the Month" award from John
Rollison. (Courtesy of PTS)

new kid on the block.
We're PTS and our reputation as a full service company has grown
like blockbusters. In fact, more and more servicing dealer/technicians are using PTS services as building blocks for a profitable foundation for tuner and module repair. You see, we do it
all ... tuner repair, module rebuilding and exchange, and we
carry a full line of equipment, tuner test analysts and instruments, original or superior tuner parts, replacement baluns,
replacement semiconductors and alignment tools and
accessories. We're PTS. The Only Name You Need To Know.
PTS products are available from any PTS stocking distributor
and PTS tuner/module servicenters located nationwide.
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PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
The Only Name You Need To Know
P.O. BOX 272, BLOOMINGTON, IN 47402

L202
CR201

1201

(0 d 0 .1_,_____*.+174V

I1

120V

CR202

Bad filters
Continued from page 25

replaced.

In fact, about the only

part not replaced was the flyback.
First, the horizontal module was

replaced, but that cured only the
horizontal squeal. There was a tip
in the tech -note file

about this

model, and a visual examination

showed a loose terminal inside

C206B (see Figure 8). C206B is the

main bypass of the supply to the

toms when the SCR horizontal -sweep filter (C2068) was

C206B

400µF T

C206B

400µF

Figure 8 Frying noises and
unstable double -triggering
raster lines were the symp-

+

open.

OPEN

on this 3M20 Admiral could have
made a viewer seasick. At times it
resembled the commercial of the
man who ate too much, except that
hum bars could be seen also.
All filters were scoped immediately, but no unusual waveforms

were found. To make sure the

power supply was not the source,
each filter was shunted in turn
(with the power turned off during
each connection or disconnection).
Again, no discrepancies were found.
A study of the schematic revealed

horizontal -output stages. A new one
solved the problem.

that the +25.8-V source supplies

If the tech -note had not been

the IFs, video, color stages and the

handy, the bad capacitor could

have been located by scoping the
+174-V supply and finding horizontal pulses.

Seasick picture

Watching the wavering picture

I
11
it
M900
POWER

SUPPLY

i.1902

+25.8V

,,
11
I1
11

3

SOURCE

C103A

4000AF

OPEN

Figure 9 An open C103A caused

extreme picture pulling. A test

video output. The scope showed
more ripple and hash than should
be present at that point.
However, that same supply had
been shunted without the trouble
being cured. Noticing the 4000 uF
value of C103A in Figure 9,

Bad filters?
The model 6A1 -1762A Montgom-

ery Ward TV receiver had a narrow

picture with hum bars in it. These
are common symptoms of an open
filter.

However, when the main on/off
switch was left in the on position,
the vacation switch could turn on

and off

all the power. These
symptoms were intermittent.

Then it was noted that the CRT
heater voltage was only about 4 V,
and all other tube heaters were abnormally dim. In addition, the B+
measured only +210 V. All of these

symptoms indicated a low line
voltage, but no reason could be
seen.

When the on/off switch was
bumped accidentally, the picture

became full sized, the tubes were
brightly lit and there was no hum.

brought to mind that the test Apparently, an open was occurring
capacitor had been one of 100 uF.
Of course, this size is much too
small for that circuit.
When a 4000 uF capacitor was
connected temporarily, the queazy
picture quieted to the usual stability, and the previous ripple -plus -

between the line voltage and the

hash waveform (Figure 10) changed
to a straight line.
A new C103 metal -can capacitor
completed the repair.

system.

common side of 5101 (Figure 11).
With this open circuit, both heater
voltages and the ac for the rectifiers
were supplied through R100, which
dropped the voltage and upset the
peak -reading action of the filter
This freakish defect gave all the
usual symptoms of open filters, and
the case should serve as a warning

capacitor of lower value will not
remove the symptoms.

Figure 11 When an intermittent switch interrupted
the 120 volts at the common lug of S101, the
power evidently traveled
through R100 and supplied
both the CRT transformers

and the B+ rectifiers with

ERRATIC

5101
OFF

TO B+
RECTIFIERS

ON

120V
OFF

-1111.-1

ON

1

TO T101
CRT TRANS

reduced voltage. However,

Figure 10 This is the waveform at
C103A (see Figure 9) when it was
open. After a new one was installed,
the waveform was a straight line.
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the symptoms were similar to those of bad filters:
hum bars and a narrow
picture.

5100
INSTANT PLAY
OFF

R100
64

22W

TO TUBE
ON

HEATERS

Urgent.
Other phone answering
machines only take calls.
Ours calls you.
Dictaphone announces a
system that not only records
messages, but calls you and
delivers them.
It's our new Ansafone 696
telephone answering system.
After it records a message,
it will ring any number you tell it

to - including a beeper service, if you have one.
Ansafone 696 means you
never need to miss an urgent
call - no matter where you are.

Figure 12 Arrows point to the ground lugs of the 2 -section filter capacitor.
Normally, the ground circuit is completed through these lugs and the metal
case of the capacitor. When a misguided technician installed two separate
capacitors, the ground circuit was opened and the TV was dead. Watch for this
in other receivers.

to not replace filters before other

often indicates which capacitor

tests prove them to be defective.

open.

Two equals one?

After it was opened in the shop,
the monochrome 6H4 -1A Admiral
was found to have two tubular filter
capacitors mounted on top of the
circuit board to replace a two -section can. These capacitors were of
the correct ratings and were soldered into holes used by the original

is

An open first filter capacitor (the
one nearest the rectifier) reduces

the supply voltage and greatly
increases the ripple.

An open second filter capacitor
(the one after the choke) has little
effect on the supply voltage. It
might increase the sound or picture

can.

hum slightly. But it's more likely to
cause some weird symptom. Picture
pulling or double triggering of the

There was one mistake. Part of
the original wiring had entered at

lems.

one common lug of the can and
had left by way of another lug of
the can. The technician who installed the two separate replace-

horizontal are two common prob-

points together. Therefore, the
ground circuit was open. Installa-

test.

tion of the correct 2 -section can
capacitor brought the TV to life

mentioned first usually do not add

eral distinctive symptoms are pro-

duced. And the exact symptom

(In New York call 914-967-3810)

same multiple -section case are rare

ments had not connected these two

Comments
When filter capacitors open, sev-

800-431-1710

Shorts or leakage between sections of capacitors that are in the
(fortunately). They are difficult to
find, since the usual paralleling or
shunting will not be an effective

(Figure 12).

For more information
on Ansafone 696, fill in
the coupon or call toll -free:

Name

Title
Phone

Company

Open filters beyond the two

Address
City

hum to either picture or sound.
And the symptoms can seem to
indicate defects in almost any other
section of a receiver. Scoping or
shunting are recommended to find
open capacitors in those cases. E

State

lip

Mail to: Dictaphone Corporation
105 Oak Street
Norwood, New Jersey 07648
Dictaphone and Ansafone are trademarks of Dictaphone
Corporation, Rye, N Y.
irm
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VOLTS/DIV

Tips
for using
scopes part,

1X

10X

PROBE

PROBE

Figure 1 Vertical gain that determines
the waveform height is controlled by a
calibrated switch and an uncalibrated
knob. For accurate measurements, set
the variable control to the calibrate
position.

Calibration of vertical gain and sweep -time controls is a valuable
feature of all triggered scopes. Peak -to -peak voltages can be
checked directly. And the repetition rate of a signal can be
obtained by measuring the time of one cycle and doing a simple

Signal delay line
When a conventional triggered
scope is called on to display pulses

dual -trace operation works and how to measure dc volts.

the triggering circuit at the same
time as it arrived at the vertical
circuit. But the small amount of
time necessary for the sweep to

calculation. Other subjects for discussion include delayed and
expanded sweep, measuring signal delay and rise times, how

By Gill Grieshaber, CET
Vertical gain

A similar arrangement of calibrated switch positions and uncalibrated variable controls is used in
the vertical deflection circuit. The

switch is calibrated in "volts/cm"
or "volts/div." Usually the calibration is correct when the concentric
variable -gain knob is turned clockwise until the switch clicks.
For accurate measurements of
either ac peak -to -peak or dc vol-

tages, the control must be in the
calibrate position.

One Sencore scope has vertical
calibrations only for an X10 probe.
Tektronix has a double calibration
system (Figure 1). Two transpar-

ent areas of the knob expose the
calibration for an X1 direct probe
(left side of knob) and another
calibration for an X10 probe (right
side). It's advisable for an X10
low -capacitance probe to be used
for all measurements, and these

Newer color TV receivers (that
have ICs in the chroma section)
operate typically with very low
signal levels, perhaps only 0.1 VPP
or even lower. An X10 low -capaci-

tance probe always should be used
with chroma. Therefore, assuming a

chroma signal of 0.1 VPP and a
probe loss of 10 times, the scope
maximum sensitivity must be 0.01
V (10 mV) for a height of only one
division. This is a minimum, for
more height is desirable, and future
equipment might have even lower
signal levels. Therefore, it's advisa-

ble for a new scope

have a
maximum sensitivity of 5 mV or

although the delay time is shorter.

At the other end of the voltage

more than about 600 V peak (or
peak ac plus dc) at the input
connection to prevent internal dam-

the X10 probe over the typical 8

variable gain control, any intermediate vertical height can be obtained.

graticule divisions allows maximum
measurements up to 800 VPP.
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In scopes that have the feature,
the vertical signal time delay is
accomplished by a delay line, which
operates by the same basic principle
as that of color TV delay lines,

range, most scopes should not have

V and 0.5 V sensitivity. With the

prevent

begin allowed the triggering edge to
be finished before the sweep
started.
Because the triggering cannot
occur before the triggering voltage
arrives, the opposite action must be
taken: the arrival time of the signal
must be delayed in the vertical
amplifier.

better.

Figure 2 shows the effect (beginning at the top trace) of 5 V, 2 V, 1

help

sweep is not seen. The edge reached

to

age. Of course, an X10 probe
increases the maximum allowable.
Measurements of sweep pulses up
to almost 1,000 V are necessary for
solid-state TVs. Therefore, a scope
for TV work should have minimum
range of 10 V/div. Multiplication by

direct calibrations
mistakes.

or square waves, the leading (or
trailing) edge which triggered the

Figure 2 These are the waveform
height changes at volts/div settings of
5 V (top trace), 2 V, 1 V and 0.5 V. The

variable control plus these switch
positions can
height.

produce any desired

Waveforms from a scope without
a signal -delay line and another with
a delay are shown in Figure 3.

Some scopes that do not have a
delay line appear to show the
triggering edge, because the beam

starts at zero and moves up (or
down) to the flat peak before

starting the normal sweep. Thus at
long -sweep times and low -rep -rate
square waves, the initial edge seems
to be there. However, a fast

rep -rate signal (100 kHz used in

Figure 3) shows definitely that
part of the first peak is missing.
The A picture of Figure 3 shows
the second square wave has a
center width of 2.4 divisions, while
the first one has only 1.6 divisions
because lack of a delay removed the

Figure 3 Scopes without a signal -delay can't display the initial triggering edges
of fast -repetition pulses or square waves (see picture A). The same signal but
from the CRT screen of a scope that has a signal -delay line is shown in picture
B. All of the leading edge is visible.

the pulse in VIR systems that probe that come with the scope are
corresponds to video line 19 is

edge and part of the peak. Figure
3B is the same signal when re-

called a 63.7 us pulse that occurs

signal -delay line. Both the first and
second square waves have the same
width across the center, proving
that none of the waveform is

horizontal line having a

produced on a scope that has a

missing.

Incidentally, the two pictures also
illustrate a fraction of the waveform
differences

between

a

10 MHz

scope (waveform A) and one rated
at 35 MHz. The rise time is better
and the corners are sharper in the
B waveform. Actually, the differ-

ence should be greater, but the
generator is the limiting factor
here.

once every 0.0167 s (or 16.7 ms). (In
video terminology, this is one
vertical -

used, two other precautions should
be observed. For pulses and complex waveforms, use the ground
provided at the scope probe. Ringing and other waveform distortions

field repetition rate.)

can occur if the only ground is a

Important probes
Unshielded test leads never
should be used with sensitive
scopes, Without proper shielding,
the desired waveform probably will

ground and circuit ground.

lead connected between scope

Also, connect the scope -probe
ground to the common ground of

the stage where the waveform

measurement is being made. This is

have a mixture of hum, CB and especially important where the sig-

nal amplitude is small and the
pulses from TV sweeps. More of interference level is high.
If the interference has a widely
these interferences exist now, and
the signal levels in typical equip- different frequency, it might be
visible as "fat" horizontal lines on
ment are lower than ever.
Even when the shielded lead and the waveforms (see Figure 5).
other radio carriers plus horizontal

Makeup of pulses
The terminology and makeup of
pulses and square waves are shown
in the drawing of Figure 4.

4

Sine waves can be described adequately by stating the amplitude in
either RMS or PP voltages plus the

REPETITION

PULSE_
WIDTH -7

frequency in Hertz (cycles per

LEADING

second), because all sine waves have

EDGE

TIME

TRAILING
EDGE

the same shape. However, pulses

and square waves must be

de-

scribed in more detail. The number

of pulses that occur during each
time period is the repetition rate.

1

Also, a scope can be used to

measure the time of one cycle
between identical points of two
successive cycles. Usually, the
measurement is taken between

"ON"
4 -TIME -041

leading edges (Figure 4).

"OFF" TIME

ARROWS SHOW PATH OF SCANNING BEAM

A full pulse specification would
list the pulse width (the on time) in

TERMINOLOGY OF PULSES

addition to the off time and the
repetition rate in Hz or time. In
fact, present practice is to list all

specs in terms of time (except

Figure 4 Pulses and square waves must be described by more specs than are
necessary for sine waves. Arrows show the path of the beam that traces the

amplitude, of course). For example,

waveform.
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Figure 5 Waveforms with thick horizontal or base lines usually have other

frequencies mixed with the desired
signal. Horizontal pulses produced
these fat lines on the vertical waveforms.

Scope tips
Another example is horizontal sweep pulses that appear erratically
mixed with chroma signals in color
receivers.

Proper probes and probe grounds

plus a wise choice of grounding
point on a circuit board will
provide dependable waveforms and

prevent wasted time from wrong

Figure 6 The correct kind of compensated probe is vital for complex waveforms.
At the top are the two ends of a Tektronix probe. An X1 -X10 RCA probe is in
the center. Below it is a B&K-Precision probe which can be changed rapidly for
either X1 or X10 operation. At the bottom is one end of a Tektronix current
probe. One jaw is slid back, thus allowing a wire to be placed between the two
halves. A matching network is at the scope end. Current waveforms are very
important in many cases.

diagnosis.

Low -capacitance probes-The twin

benefits of X10 low -capacitance
probes (Figure 6) are higher impedance and reduced capacitance
at the probe tip. These reduce circuit loading while permitting the
cable to be shielded. The only

X10 PROBE

9M

SCOPE

PROBE TIP

Figure 7 shows one type of X10
probe schematic and the method of
compensation to provide flat frequency response. Both a resistive
and a capacitive voltage divider are
used, and the compensation capacitor is adjusted to make the capacitance divider loss precisely equal to
the resistive loss.

This probe adjustment is

so

distorts the waveshapes of many
signals.

VERTICAL
AMP

SHIELDED CABLE

GROUND CLIP

ADJUSTMENT

TIT
=

IAi

NSTRAY
- CAPACITANCE

LOW -CAP PROBE
INPUT

X10 PROBE

9R

important that most new scopes
have a test signal (usually a square
wave) available on the front panel.
Wrong compensation causes amplitude errors at high frequencies and

TO

C

trade-off is the 10 -times loss of
signal at the scope input. However,
most new scopes have sufficient
gain even with this loss.

OUTPUT
1R

SCOPE

9R X 1C =1R X 9C
AC AND DC
iBi

VOLTAGE
DIVIDERS

Waveforms of under, over and
proper compensation are given in Figure 7 Flat frequency response from dc to high frequencies is possible with
Figure 8. However, some probe an X10 scope probe only when the dc and ac voltage dividers are perfectly
adjustments change the waveform matched. (A) This is the schematic of most X10 probes. The variable capacitor
only near the edges (narrower pre shoot and postshoot).
32 Electronic Servicing April 1979

in the probe is adjusted for flat response. (B) When the circuit is simplified, the
two voltage dividers can be seen clearly.

S

change lip
B

...change

Figure 8 (A) Some X10 scope probes (such as this one from Tektronix) have a
different circuit. The scope capacitance (not probe capacitance) is varied by a
trimmer placed in the box at the scope end of the cable. (B) Top trace shows

the calibration waveform when the compensation is excessive. Correct
compensation is shown by the level tops and bottoms of the center trace.

imperaiure

Under -compensation is indicated by the rounded corners of. the bottom trace.

Which probe?-Several readers
have asked which probe should be
used in video, sound IF and

SEC

A

A fy

,., IALAY TIME

vertical -sweep circuits. Use the low -

711

above the response of the scope or
which need detection. These probes
are valuable when they're needed.
But, they

are not for everyday
troubleshooting.

---

POSITION

capacitance probe for all of these.
RF/IF/chroma detector probes are
available for use with alignment or

for demodulation during signal
tracing of those signals that are

TIME BASE

Figure 9 Shortest sweep time of the
Tektronix T935 is 0.1 uS, which can be
extended to 0.01 uS by adjustment of
the X10 variable sweep -width control.

Use an X10 probe (or keep an
XI -X10 probe set at the X10
position) for all measurements. If
the amplitude is too small, then
change to the X1 direct probe.
Measuring signal frequencies
Last month, the sweep time/divi-

sion switch was discussed only

Weller"

regarding the number of waveform
cycles it provided. However, trig -

CONTROLLED OUTPUT

SOLDERING STATION
Figure 10 The signal frequency can be
measured by a combination of the

Model WTCPN. Your choice of 600,

700, or 800° F with "interchangeable brains" tips ... more than 50

calibrated horizontal sweep and the

graticule markings. (A) One cycle of
square wave covered

8.25

options in configuration, tip size,

divisions

when the sweep time was 2 mS/div.
Therefore, the repetition frequency
was 60 Hz. (Multiply divisions by the

reach, and temperature. Exclusive,
triple -plating process prevents tip
oxidation and "freezing". Unique,

sweep time and divide the answer into

cuit. Ferromagnetic sensor controls

1

proven, closed -loop, low -voltage cir-

to obtain the frequency.) (B) The

video waveform was shown at

selected temperature, protecting sen-

sitive workpieces. Plug-in iron with
heat shield for cool, operator com-

5

mS/div (top) and 2 mS/div (bottom).
Time of
cycle was about 16.6 mS,
giving 60.2 Hz as the vertical frequency. (C) For top trace, the sweep time
was 20 //S/div; and 10 divisions enclosed slightly more than three cycles.
At 10 uS/div (lower trace), one cycle

fort. Integral tip -storage tray. Tip -

1

cleaning sponge. Unitized rocker
switch and neon indicator light.
At leading electronic distributors.
For tech info, write on your letterhead.

0.111111111111111111ft

covered 6.33 divisions for a total of
63.3 uS or about 15,797 Hz for the
frequency. The frequency
accuracy is sufficient for most tests.
horizontal

TheCooperGroup
COOPER
INDUSTRtES

C

Electronics Division

WELLER" WITS' XCELITE"
PO BOX 728 APEX NORTH CAROLINA 275W 919,362-7511
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Scope tips

time of one cycle of signal. And the
reciprocal of this time of one cycle

Also given are the formulas for
tion frequency or frequency to time.

gered scopes have calibrated sweep

is the signal repetition frequency.
(The reciprocal is 1 divided by the
time figure; a math function that's

times that can be used to measure
the repetition rate of many waveforms. The accuracy of these readings can be good, since the sweep
times are rated between + 2% and
5% plus any parallax or reading

easy to do by using a small calculator.)
Three examples of measuring fre-

quencies with a calibrated scope are
given in Figure 10. Study them

carefully. All are very easy to do
and require virtually no time. Of
course, if the frequency is known,
it's also easy to find the scope

errors.

The Tektronix scope of Figure 9
has 21 ranges of calibrated sweep
times between 0.5 s and 0.1 us plus

changing time per cycle to repeti-

Accuracy of these frequency

measurements depends partially on
the visual measurements from the
CRT screen, as illustrated in Figure

11. The brighter top and bottom
peaks of pulses and square waves
tend to make the spot enlarge. So
it's difficult to be certain where the
exact corner is located; while the
fast rise and fall edges are nearly
invisible.

Therefore, improved accuracy
can be obtained when fewer than

a variable giving up to X10. The
B&K-Precision that I use most of

sweep time required to display that

the time has 16 ranges from 100 ms
to 1 us plus a fixed X5 magnifier.
The sweep time/div multiplied by

Table 1 gives typical examples of
often -used frequencies versus the

10 cycles are viewed on the screen.

time/div settings that produce 10

the number of graticule divisions
used for one cycle gives the total

cycles, 2 cycles or 1 cycle of wave-

condition of one cycle per division,
where the frequency is equal to the
reciprocal of the time value set by
the time/div switch. However, maximum accuracy is possible when
only 1 cycle (Figure 11B) is covering
the whole screen. Of course, the
time/div setting must be multiplied

frequency.

form over the whole CRT screen.

Table 1 Many of the often -used frequencies are listed with the scope
sweep times required to show 10 cycles, 2 cycles or 1 cycle across the
whole screen. Also included are the formulas for changing sweep time to
frequency and frequency to scope sweep time.

Figure 11A shows the basic

by 10 divisions to give the total
time of one cycle.

Seconds

1,000
5,000
10,000
15,734

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

100

kHz

20
50
60
100
120
400

For 2 cycles
per screen, set
sweep for:

.0002

.2

.0001

.1

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

.0000636

63.6

AiS

12.8

.00001

10

US

2

.05
.02

50
20

.0166

16.6

.01

10

.0083
.0025
.001

3.58 MHz

For 1 cycle
per div, set
sweep for:

.00000028

8.33
2.5
1

.279 0S

For 1 cycle
per screen, s
sweep for:

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

5

40
20

us

20
10

us
us

10
4

3.32
2

1.66
.5
.2

US

.056 us

2

1.66
1

.83
.25
.1

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
US

us

6.4

/./5

1

us
.028 AiS

Reciprocal formulas for
sweep time versus repetition frequency
- TIME (in seconds) = FREQ (in Hz)

1
1

1

- TIME (in milliseconds) = FREQ (in kHz)
- TIME (in microseconds) = FREQ (in MHz)
- FREQ (in Hz) = TIME (in seconds)
- FREQ (in kHz) = TIME (in milliseconds)
- FREQ (in MHz) = TIME (in microseconds)
1

1
1

Dual -trace operation
Many of the new scopes can show

two waveforms simultaneously by
the dual -trace method. The mode
switch shown in Figure 12 offers a
choice of Channel A, Channel B, or
both in either chopped or alternate
mode. Also, provision is made for
adding or subtracting the two waveforms, which is valuable for showing distortion and for minimizing
common -mode hum or noise.
The differences between alternate

and chopped modes of dual -trace
operation are illustrated in Figure
13. For alternate, a complete Channel 1 waveform is traced, followed
by a complete Channel 2 waveform,
and so on. Flicker is very noticeable

wave signal. (B) A change of 0.1 mS reduces the display to one cycle and

Figure 12 Five variations of single trace or dual -trace operation can be
selected by the mode switch of this

allows better accuracy of measurement.

B&K-Precision scope.

Figure 11 Accuracy of frequency measurement is better when fewer cycles are
on the CRT screen. (A) 1 mS sweep time shows 10 cycles of a 1000 Hz square -
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at slow sweep speeds. Therefore,
alternate mode is recommended
only for short sweep times and

The quick
charge iron
with 16

high -frequency signals.

Chopped operation slices both

waveforms into small segments
(Figure 13C) by a sampling circuit
operating above 100 kHz. When the
signal frequency is low and not

different

harmonically related to the sampling

frequency, the tiny segments form
complete waveforms. High signal
frequencies often display interference patterns. Chopped mode

quick change

should be used

ISO TI m

tips.

only with long

sweep times and low -frequency

QUICK CHARGE
Cordless Soldering
Iron completely

signals.

recharges in 31/2-4

Measuring rise time

hours. Low voltage,
battery powered,
ground free isolated
tip design.
16 snap -in tips to fit
any job plus a PC
Drill.

Rise time of a pulse or square
wave is defined as the amount of
time required for the leading or
falling edge to trace between 10%
and 90% of the total amplitude.

Many square waves appear to

(

Gib

have perfectly perpendicular edges,
but that's only because those edges

2g

are not expanded enough by the
scope. Figure 14 gives the details of
measuring two square waves. One
was a probe -calibration waveform;

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION

the other was from a sine/square

ORIGINATORS OF PRACTICAL CORDLESS SOLDERING

generator. Evidently the calibration

Sterling, Illinois 61081 (815) 625-6525
"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919"

waveform was obtained from a
clipped sine wave, for the fall time
in Figure 14A was a long 12,000 ns.
By contrast, the generator waveform fall time measured 60 ns. Of

course, this included the fast rise
time of the scope. But it can be disregarded when it is much less than
the measurement.
Expanding waveforms
Another operation that recurrent
scopes can't do is to magnify waveforms. Triggered scopes have three
ways of expanding the waveforms.
Two methods often are used together for maximum expansion.
Two functions that can be done
by almost all triggered scopes were
used to produce the waveforms in
Figure 15. The signal source was
the bar sweep pattern (five bursts of
different frequencies) from the Sencore VA -48 Video Analyzer.

Circle (18) on Reply Card

Figure

13 Two types of dual -trace

operation are illustrated by these
waveforms. During alternate mode, the

scope traces one waveform (A) completely, then it traces the other

complete waveform (B). But with
chopped mode, a small segment of

REPAIR

BOOKS

the upper waveform is displayed, then
a tiny segment of the lower waveform
is traced while the first is blanked (C),
and so on until all parts of both waveforms are displayed. These chopped
segments appear to be a continuous
waveform when the signal frequency

is much lower than the sampling frequency. Incidentally, it's difficult to
show the C waveform. This sine wave
was about 15 kHz, which was varied

carefully until the segments were
motionless.

More expansion of the wave form's right area was needed. How-

The waveform was locked at 5 ever, a shorter sweep time would
mS sweep and showed three vertical expand the left side while driving
fields. Then, without any additional
locking (triggering), the waveform

APPLIANCE

the right edge off the screen. Since

this was the area of interest, no

was expanded by using shorter shorter sweep time could be used.
sweep times. At 50 us, about 8 If the high -frequency bursts were to
horizontal video lines could be seen. be magnified any more, another
This was reduced to less than 1 method was essential.
video line at 5 us.
That other method was an in -

Thirteen Handbooks written in easy -to -understand language by experts in the service field
with illustrations and diagrams! Acclaimed by

instructors and professionals alike! How to
diagnose and repair air conditioners, refrigerators, washers, dryers, ranges, microwave
ovens, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, electrostatic air cleaners, RV gas appliances, hair
dryers, motors, water heaters, coffeemakers,
can openers, floor polishers, steam irons, food
mixers, lawn care appliances, electric knives,

electric and digital clocks and many others.
Also fundamentals of solid state, setting up a
shop, using test instruments and more. Only
$2.65 to $4.90 ea.
SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST

Gamit, Dept. ES
110 W. St. Charles Road,
Lombard, Illinois 60148
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Figure 14 Rise time can be checked easily with a triggered scope. Rise time is the time required to trace between the
10% and 90% points of a rising or falling edge. (A) The 10 -to -90 part of the waveform used 2.5 divisions at 5 uS/div, so
the rise time was 12,500 ns. (B) Top trace is a normal display of the A waveform, while the C waveform is shown by the
lower trace which has a faster rise time. (C) This rising edge used 1.2 divisions at 0.05uS/div, for a rise time of 60 nS.

Scope tips
crease of sweep width (which gives

some benefits of a shorter sweep
time). Although most scopes have a
fixed X5 width expansion, the one
of Figure 15C was variable with an
X10 maximum. Notice that the
sweep contained the same less -than one video line as before (Figure

15B), but 90% was off the screen
and invisible. The remaining 10%
was stretched to cover the entire

last month's chart) have another
method of expanding selected parts
of waveforms. The feature is called
delayed sweep and it requires a
second time -base generator.
Some scopes have separate primary and secondary time -base controls and calibrations. Others com-

bine the two. As shown in Figure
16, the T935 Tektronix has a large

knob which usually rotates the
plastic skirt that has two black

lines (indicating the primary sweep
screen width. Then, by operation of time). When delayed sweep is
the horizontal -positioning control, selected by the display mode butthe waveform was moved sideways tons (at the left), the large knob is

to show the 3.06 -MHz portion

pulled outward and rotated sepa-

finally the 3.56 -MHz section (bot-

with the lines does not move). The

(Figure 15C center trace) and
tom trace).
About 20 cycles of the 3.56 -MHz
burst occupied the whole screen

rately clockwise (while the skirt

operation of delayed sweep is illustrated by obtaining expanded waveforms of the VITS and VIR in TV
video signals (Figure 17). The first
dual -trace waveforms were obtained

at a main sweep time of 0.1 ms.

Remember, the scope must be
triggered from vertical sync taken
from this same video either by the
scope's sync separator or externally
from the TV -receiver sync separator. (Also, external triggering can
be taken [with less stability] from
the TV vertical -sweep signal.)

The complete procedure is detailed in Figure 17 and will not be
repeated here. Delayed sweep is not
mandatory for TV servicing, but it

is valuable for work with digital
two black lines on the skirt show word trains.
Incidentally, the VITS and VIR
the main time -base time, and the
white line on the large knob points signals can be displayed on most

width, and they were revealed as
having near -square waveshape. A

toward the sweep time of the triggered scopes. Lock the scope to
delayed sweep. In the picture, the the vertical sync (as explained

scope of narrower bandwidth would
show them as sine waves.

main time is 2 ms, and the delayed
time is 0.2 ms.

before) and then select 0.1 ms
sweep time, which shows an ex-

Delayed sweep-A few scopes (see VITS by delayed sweep-Typical

panded view of the vertical retrace
area that is similar to A in Figure

r
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Figure 15 Video waveforms can be expanded enormously by a triggered scope, as shown by this generator signal. (A)
Three vertical fields are shown at 5 mS/div time (top trace). Changing to 1 mS/div (center trace) allows display of less
than 1 field. A sweep time of 0.1 mS/div shows only slightly more than the vertical interval (bottom trace). (B) When
triggered properly at 50 uS, about 8 horizontal lines of video are shown (top trace). A time of 10 uS shows less than two
lines (center trace), and 5 uS restricts the waveform to less than one line (trace at bottom). That's as far as this method
should be used, since the bursts at the right are to be examined. (C) The same 5 uS and X10 trace expansion plus
positioning reveals part of the 0.75 MHz and 1.51 MHz bursts (top trace). Moving the waveform to the left allowed the
3.02 MHz burst to be seen (center), and more positioning to the left shows the 3.56 -MHz burst.
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Figure 16 The seconds/division switch

assembly of the T935 Tektronix has
three functions. The position of the
large knob determines the primary
sweep time. When it is pulled out and
turned to the right, the sweep time of
the delayed sweep is selected. The
small knob at the outside is a variable
width control with calibrated X1 and
X10 positions at the stops. Also, the
three buttons and knob at the left are
used with the delayed sweep. This
delayed sweep can greatly expand

----

small areas of a waveform.

-YOURS FREE.
32 -pages of test instruments-from the
latest digital multimeters to the famous
EICO scopes. Security systems. Automotive products. Kits and assembled.
EICO quality. EICO value. For FREE
catalog, check reader service card or

B

17. Next, switch on the X5 expand-

send 756 for first class mail.

er and move the trace to the left
until the VITS and VIR are on the
screen.

New South Road
EICO 17 108
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

Alternate mode of dual -

trace operation allows the different
waveforms of the two vertical fields
to be separated, while single -trace
scopes show both waveforms to-

Circle (16) on Reply Card

solderingi

gether.
ecoeco

Checking delay lines-Actual delay

produced by the delay line

equipment.

in a

color -TV receiver can be measured

by using either the delayed sweep

or the expanded sweep methods
previously described.

Figure 18 shows the input (top
trace) and the output (bottom trace)
of the delay line in a solid-state
color receiver. Measure by eye how
many divisions or fractions separate
the same point of both waveforms,
and multiply this figure by the time

base. The delay here was about
0.08 to 0.09 us. Some error is

Figure 17 The method of displaying

VITS and VIR signals by delayed
sweep is shown by this sequence. (A)

At a 0.1 mS/div sweep time, the two
vertical intervals (field
and field 2)
1

are shown. (B) After the "A intensified

B" button is pushed (see Figure
16), part of the waveform is brighter.
(Pulling out on the main time/div
knob and rotating t to the right allows
the main sweep time to be undisby

turbed whale the delayed time

adjusted.) The delayed time/div knob

corresponding point of the output

of dc voltages, both with and

position" knob adjustment moves the
brighter section from side to side.
These two should be adjusted alternately until only the desired area (of
the VITS and VIR signals in this case)
is brighter. (C) When the "B" display
mode button is pushed, the screen

without signal ac voltages. Some

shows only the area that previously

experienced technicians say they

was brighter, but it is expanded to full
screen width.

waveform.

Measuring dc voltages
Modern scopes permit easy tests

seldom use a dc meter. Instead they

Pencil style. Safety light. Two heats - 20w and
40w. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle. 2 and 3 wire
neoprene cords.

DESOLDERING
IRONS

is

inherent since the delay line distorts
the waveform slightly, thus causing

difficulty in knowing the exact

SOLDERING
IRONS

setting determines the width of this
brighter section, and the "delay -time

Pencil style. Safety light. Some operate at 40w, idle

at 20w. 8 tip sizes. 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords.

SOLDERING &
DESOLDERING
KITS
Everything needed
to solder or de solder or both. All
in a handy lifetime metal
box with hasp.

See your distributor or write...

Enterprise. Development Corp.
Indianapolis IN 46220
5127 E. 65th St.
PHONE (317) 251-1231

Circle (19) on Reply Card
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Figure 18 Dual -trace operation at 10

{/S main sweep and 2 uS delayed
sweep showed a 0.08 uS delay
produced by one color -TV delay line.

Scope tips

exactly the same as they do for ac

use the dc function of their
triggered scope.
Three methods of reading dc

For varying dc voltages or for
instruction purposes, dual -trace

levels are shown in Figure 19. In

waveforms.

waveforms provide the ultimate in

ac/dc measurements. In the C

the A picture, video is displayed at picture, both channel switches were
the bottom when the vertical input adjusted to the "ground" position
switch, Figure 20, is in the ac of the vertical -input switch. This
position. Then when the switch was disconnects the probe from the
slid to the dc position, the entire scope input and grounds the scope
waveform moved up four divisions. input (which is handy and useful
Multiply the movement (4) by the for many tests). Then the horizontal
volts/div rating (1 V/div) to obtain lines of both traces were positioned
the dc voltage (+4 Vdc) that is together (in this case, where the line
mixed with the video waveform.
Downward movement would have

indicated a negative voltage, as is
found at many video detectors.
Of course, a large dc voltage and
a small ac voltage might move the
dc waveform off the screen. A
higher V/div setting must be used
then.
Figure 19B illustrates how to

measure dc voltages that do not
have ac mixed with them. The procedure is similar to the previous

one. Select a range that does not
move either line off the screen.
Notice how many divisions the line
moves when the switch is moved

Figure 19 Three methods of measuring
dc voltage are shown. (A) Notice how
many divisions the waveform moves
when the switch is changed from ac
to dc. (B) Voltages without waveforms
can be measured in the same way.

Just notice how many divisions the
horizontal line moves when the probe

is changed from ground to the point

is shown in Figure 19C), and the
Channel 1 switch changed from
"ground" to "dc" position. The

with the voltage. (C) Dual -trace operation permits a graph -like display of
better accuracy, and it requires little

video waveform appeared near the
top with its center about 4 divisions

shown in proper relationship to the

above the zero (bottom) line. Of
course, the reading is not accurate
at this point, because the average
point of a waveform is not necessarily at the vertical center.
Digital and transistor waveforms
often make sense only after the dc
level or the position of the average
voltage line is known. Electronic

additional time. The waveform is
line which
volts).

represents

ground

(zero

Servicing has been using such waveforms for several years, for they are

excellent educational tools that
from de to ac (or ac to dc) and clearly reveal the details of many
multiply this by the vertical switch circuit operations that probably
setting.

would be misunderstood without

One typical test is measuring a
power -supply voltage. For this,

them.

position. After the scope is grounded

will

to the circuit, touch the hot scope
probe to ground while noticing the
line position. Then touch it to the
B+ or B- circuit and measure the

article later.

These concepts and measureleave the input switch at the dc ments are so important that they

number of divisions the line moves.
Multiply this by the switch setting.
Always preset the variable vertical
sensitivity control to the "calibrate"

position and include the effects of

the X10 probe (if

used). These

probes multiply the reading for dc
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be discussed in a separate
Comments or questions?

If you have comments or ques-

Figure 20 All new triggered scopes

operation, please write to the

shown) that changes the scope verti-

some kind of three -position
tions about any aspect of scope have
switch (one B&K-Precision switch is
editor:

Carl Babcoke, Editor
Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

cal response to either ac or dc. The
third position disconnects the probe
from the scope input and grounds the

scope input. This saves time and is
1=1

convenient.

*a*

acm
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SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS
By J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET
No "Royal Road"
Euclid was a teacher, among
other things. Once he was asked to

teach the rules of geometry to a
member of the aristocracy which
governed the country. The ruler was

impatient, however, and didn't

Unfortunately, there is no single

One good example is digital

method that is best for everyone.
Some people can learn a large

electronics, especially microprocessors. The time is coming soon when
technicians won't be able to understand television receivers, industrial
controls, communications and many

amount from a correspondence
school. Others don't like to read

about the subjects, and they need a
classroom personal approach. One
man I knew in California reached a
very high technical level by making

want to follow the slow -moving

effective

traditional methods of learning. He
asked Euclid for a special approach
that would make the subject easier

there.

and faster. Euclid replied, "There
is no royal road to geometry."
"How can I become a top -rated
electronic technician?" Many readers ask this question in their letters.
The phrases vary, but the meaning

use of the

local public

library and the many good books

processors.

By coincidence, a new series
about the internal workings of

microprocessors will begin in
Now, I want to make clear that Electronic Servicing this March or
I'm not qualified in any way to April. Make a monthly habit of
advise the best and most -effective

spending sufficient time in studying

way of studying. I'm not even these vital facts.
qualified to make educated guesses.
However, as an experienced

teacher, I have noticed some
methods that appear to work well

always is the same: each man
sincerely wants to be the very best for most people. They are listed
kind of technician, and not merely here.
an average one.
Unlike Euclid's royal student, the
men writing to me don't seem to be
searching for an easy way out. They

other products unless they have a
working understanding of micro-

Perform experiments-During 1978,
my industrial electronics series gave

details of experiments to be percomponents.
Refer to those articles and work the
experiments. Merely reading about
formed with digital

Develop an interest-It is easier to a subject is so easy that most is
study any subject that holds in- forgotten rapidly. More information
Monday -morning -quarter- is retained by actually doing the
terest.

just want to make sure the time backs are not required to memorize work or the experiment.
spent in study will produce the best
possible results.

Your comments or questions
are welcome. Please give us

permission to quote from
your letters. Write to Sam at:

J.A. "Sam" Wilson
c/o Electronic Servicing
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

the scores and performance records

of their favorite football teams or
players. No, they learn all that
information because they're inter-

Learn electronic history-Beginning
technicians often have difficulty in
obtaining an overall comprehension

those who have an active genuine

understand when compared to those
developed in the past.
Encyclopedias and the biogra-

ested in the subject and want to of electronics because they are
starting in the middle of the
know it completely.
Likewise, my best students are subject. New circuits are easier to
interest in electronics.

Start a schedule-Study or read phies of electronic pioneers are
some technical topic each day or

helpful by showing the evolution of

electronics. This is the approach
learn about a subject in order to that worked best for me.
If there is a method I haven't
survive, and then go on a crash

evening. Don't wait until forced to
program.

covered here, please write the
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Figure 1 This ripple counter displays consecutive counts up to decimal 9, then it resets to zero and counts up
again. Each flip flop toggles the next, so they operate in sequence and therefore require time for all flip flops to
finish toggling. With some ICs, the time delay is sufficient to cause a false NAND output (glitch) which resets the
counter prematurely. The capacitor prevents the false resetting when the counter is operating with a slow clock
speed. However, a capacitor can't be used for fast speeds. One solution is to change to a synchronous type of
counter.

Synchronous counters
details and send them to me in care
of the magazine.
Delay problems in counters

Ripple counters of the type
described previously in the industrial series have an inherent time
delay during normal operation. A

brief review of ripple counters

should clarify the reasons why this
time delay is produced and how it
can cause trouble.

Ripple -counter

operation-The

counter shown in Figure 1 works by
a series of four frequency dividers.

Two clock pulses to flip flop 1
(FF1) produce one pulse at the
output. When delivered to the clock

input of FF2, two output pulses

flip flop dividers is 1111 or decimal
15. A counter without the programming NAND begins at 0000 readout
and increases to 1111 before starting over again at 0000.
In Figure 1, the ripple counter is

programmed by the NAND to
display all counts from zero to 9.

Then at the beginning of the 10
count (binary 1010), all NAND
inputs have highs, and the NAND
delivers a low (logic 0) to all flip
flop reset terminals. This resets all
flip flops to zero for a 0000 binary
count. From zero, the counter again

counts up to 9 and resets at the
beginning of the 10 count. The
sequence repeats over and over.
Although the resetting occurs so

rapidly that no blink of the 1010

from FF1 produce one output pulse display on the LEDs can be seen, it
from FF2. And so on until each flip is not instantaneous. A larger time
flop has been triggered in sequence delay occurs in the arrival of the
by the one before it.
highs at the NAND inputs.
A logic 1 (high) at the output of
This brief explanation shows the

a flip flop lights its LED, so an

unlighted LED indicates a logic 0.
Each LED is assigned a different
decimal value. Starting at the left,
those values are 8, 4, 2 and 1.
Therefore, a binary readout of 1100

is 8 + 4 + 0 + 0 = 12 decimal.

Maximum binary count from four
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reason for the terms "ripple" and
"ripple through" that are applied

flops are operated in sequence, and
time is required.

Fast operation-At high clock frequencies, it is possible for a
following clock pulse to arrive at
the input of the first flip flop before

the last flip flop has received its
command signal. The result is a
"race" condition, and the displayed
count is completely false.

NAND programming-The problem of wrong counts and premature
resets can occur with counters that
are programmed with a 4 -input
NAND (as most were in the industrial articles).

In the Figure 1 counter, for example, highs must be at all NAND
inputs simultaneously (see Figure
2).

Unfortunately, the time delay

between output highs from the first
and fourth flip flops can be
sufficient to prevent the fourth flip

flop high from arriving at the
NAND before a high from a

to the counter. The triggering previous flip flop has begun to drop
ripples from one flip flop to toward zero volts (low). This causes
another, in a way very similar to

a narrow glitch which resets the

the domino effect where one falling

counter too soon.

domino makes the next one fall,
until all have been toppled. The flip

One solution for the delay problem is to use fewer NAND inputs

and have them separated by no

nations are omitted to avoid wasted

the counter will operate properly

more than one flip flop.
In Figure 2, examine the column

time.)

with those two NAND inputs.

of binary states. The resetting

from the Q outputs of FF4 and

Two -input NAND-Figure 3 shows

binary condition is 1010; therefore,
try to find two that do not occur in

FF2. Check the binary count the ripple counter after program-

column for

identical

ming by a two -input NAND gate.

Now select two NAND inputs
a previous

any count previous to 10. Of listing. There is none. Therefore,

The first and third digits of the

course, the NAND inputs can come

from the NOT -Q outputs, if desired. Six different pairs of NAND
inputs are possible from the four

DECIMAL

BINARY

NAND

NAND

COUNT

INPUT

DECIMAL
COUNT

BINARY

COUNT

COUNT

INPUT

binary digits.

0

0000

0101

0

0000

00

0001

0100

1

0001

00

2

0010

0111

2

0010

01

3

0011

0110

3

0011

01

4

0100

0001

4

0100

00

5

0101

0000

5

0101

00

6

0110

0011

6

0110

01

7

0111

0010

7

0111

01

8

1000

1101

8

1000

10

9

1001

1100

9

1001

10

10

1010

10

1010

I

After you choose a pair to be
tested, begin at the 1010 binary
count and move up the column to
see if the same logic levels appear
at any previous count. If so, that
pair cannot be used. Two examples
follow.

If the NAND inputs are taken
from the Q output of FF4 and the
inverted FF3 output at its NOT -Q,
the NAND will be triggered at the
10 count all right. However, it also

would be triggered by 9 and 8 as
well.

Next, take the NAND inputs

RESETS

RESETS

from the NOT -Q outputs of both
FF3 and FF1. The NAND will be
triggered at the 10 count. Unfortunately, it also will trigger at 8, 2

INVERTED

TO ZERO

USED FOR
NAND INPUTS

FOR NAND

A COUNT FOR FIGURE 1

and zero.

TO ZERO

B COUNT FOR FIGURE 3

Figure 2 (A) The 4 -input NAND column is for Figure 1, and it proves the
counter will reset at the beginning of decimal 10 count. (B) Outputs from
FF4 and FF2 were selected for the 2 -input NAND of Figure 3. Use the
binary count column to verify this choice.

Neither of these two examples
will program the counter properly.
(The remaining three wrong combi-

23

22

23

ll

r

112 7446

112 7476

#4

M3

I

1/2 7476

112 7476

CLOCK

#2

N1

C

INPUT
SQUARE WAVES

RESET

RESET

RESET

RESET

NAND)oFigure 3 No glitches are produced by this simplified ripple counter. Only one flip flop separates the signals
that are applied to the two inputs of the NAND. Therefore. the time delay is shortened. With only two inputs,
the programming must be selected with greater care.
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Synchronous counters
1010 binary (decimal 10) count will
force the output of the NAND to go
low and reset the counter.

This circuit will operate exactly

the same as the one of Figure 1
does, except glitches are eliminated.

The different programming from
two flip flops that are separated by
only one other flip flop has reduced
greatly the time delay between the
NAND inputs.
Also, the circuit simplification
allows a reduction in the number of
connecting wires, and this is important when printed -circuit boards
are used.

the flip flops to change at the same
time. A synchronous counter with
two flip flops is diagrammed in
Figure 4.
Both J and K terminals have logic 1
highs, and the clock signal switches

from high to low. (CMOS types
toggle when the clock signal switches from low to high.)
In Figure 4, notice that the clock

connected to the clock
terminals of both flip flops. The
first one has permanent highs at
the J and K terminals, so it is free
signal is

the

clock signal. However, the J and K
terminals of FF2 are connected to

Another method of eliminating
glitches is to use a synchronous the Q output of FF1. So FF2 can
type of counter which forces all of toggle only when FF1 is high.

+ VO
'LOGIC 11

Q

Q

FF#2
Q

CLOCK

FF#1
K

flops are in the low condition at
turn -on. At the first high -to -low

Two conditions are necessary transition of the clock signal (that

before a TTL flip flop will toggle.

to toggle continuously from
Synchronous counters

Follow the operation for a few
clock pulses. Assume that both flip

Q

INPUT
K

is, the first trailing edge), the input
FF1 flip flop will change to the
high condition.
Although the FF2 flip flop also is

supplied with the same clock
pulses, it can't toggle on this first
trailing edge because the J and K
terminals have lows. A high doesn't
reach them until after the first flip
flop toggles, and the clock pulse by

then is low. FF2 ignores the first
clock pulse.

After the first trailing edge, FF1
has a high output which is applied

to the J and K terminals of FF2.
This high remains until the next
trailing edge which toggles FF1 to
low output and toggles FF2 to high
output (for the first time). FF2 now
has lows at its J and K terminals,
therefore it remains without change
during the next trailing edge of the
clock signal that toggles FF1 to the

high condition again. The FF1
output high arms FF2 so it and
FF1 both go low at the next trailing
edge.

Although this explanation is correct, it is a bit tedious to follow.

Refer to the waveforms and the
+4 SYNCHRONOUS COUNTER

pulse -versus -state table in Figure 4
if problems arise.

Notice that the table shows a
repetitive pattern through counts of
decimal 0, 1, 2, 3 and back to zero

for another identical count. This
proves the circuit is performing a
binary count.
Advantages and disadvantages

When a comparison is made
between ripple (asynchronous) and

synchronous counters, the ad-

Figure 4 Glitches are prevented by the design of synchronous counters.
(A) The schematic shows one with two flip flops. All toggling occurs at
the trailing edge of the clock signal, and not from a previous flip flop.
eiTherefore, all flip flops (that otherwise are ready for toggling) will chang
state at the same time. (B) Typical waveforms show that FF1 is toggled
by the trailing edge of pulse 1. But FF2 can't toggle then because the J
and K terminals are not high. Pulse 2 toggles both flip flops because th
FF2 J and K terminals now have a high from FF1. And so on through the
following pulses. The trailing edge of pulse 4 restores both flip flops
the starting condition, and the counter continues.
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vantages are not all on one side.
Synchronous counters are better
because the flip flops all change at
the same time, thus preventing any
race problem or glitches.
However,

synchronous counters

require increased current from the

power supply. Also, for counts
above decimal 3 (logic 0011), addi-

tional gates must be used. These
are not needed for ripple counters.

Circuits for higher -count synchronous counters will be presented
next month.

Can you steal OHM
Time to relax and have fun solving this
Jist-across-word Fizzle based on Electronics.
Each word is connected to the word above and
below by one or rnore let-ers but only one is

usually shown as a clue. Each correct a.hswe- is
worth 4 points; a perfect score is 100. It shculd

be fairly simple

to

get a high rating except

perhaps for someone who thinks "Hertzian wave"
is a hair style, or that "binding post" held Joan of
Arc when she was executed! If you're a novice and
miss some, don't fre! because you'll have added
to your electronic vocabulary.'. Feady? Then, GO!

by Edmund A. Braun

1

A curve that's the focus of points

having a constant difference of
distance from two fixed points.
2 Device for converting audio frequency current into sound waves.

3 Not having electrical energy
stored in a capacitor or battery.

4 Showing different colors when
object is viewed from several
directions.

5 Having two triodes in same tube
envelope.

6 Device for changing electrical

H

energy from one form to another
as ac to dc.
7 Sends readings of gauges, meters, etc.,
radio.

to distant points via

8 Special dc generator used extensively in servo systems as a
power amplifier.
9 Patterns used as a guide for
drilling holes, etc.
10 This type circuit usually involves
three alternating voltages.
11 High resistance separator or support for conductors.
12 A graph of a wave as a function
of time and distance.
13 Pertaining to a remnant or remaining part.
14 Refers to a type of spring clip

with long, metal, meshing jaws.
15 A triode with an anode that can
13

be moved or vibrated by an
external force.

16 Restoring to a sound condition;
fixing.
17 Transmission of speech current

over wires enabling two persons
to converse.

18 Pieces of conductive material
which ride on a motor's commutator.

19 To interchange the relative position of conductors in an open
wire line.
20 A major, essential, functional part
of an organized whole.
21 In microelectronics, the material
on which a circuit is fabricated.
22 Process of stopping a multi -programmed system by rejection of
new jobs.
23 Obsolete term for the present
preferred term gigahertz.
24 Unit used to express loudness or
volume of sound.
25 Slang term for electric current.
You'll find the solution on page 50.
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Each report about an item of
electronic test equipment is
based on examination and
operation of the device in the
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ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Leader Instruments model LTC -

906 (Figure 1) tests transistors,
diodes, FETs, UJTs and SCRs
either in -circuit or out -of -circuit.

The in -circuit good/bad and base
identification tests can be made
rapidly since the readout is by
LEDs. Out -of -circuit tests measure

transistor beta, B/E dc voltage
(identifies material) and collector -

to -emitter leakage. Results of these
tests are displayed on the mirrored scale meter.

AUTO

410

°

coop
BASE COLLECTC
GATE DRAIN

Figure 2 Socket and controls for

spotlighted along with tips
about using the equipment for
best results.

Transistor tester

GOOD
BAD

laboratory. Personal
observations about the
performance, and details of
new and useful features are

By Carl Babcoke

ITsEITA0NRS MaloioDE

IWOUT OF CIRCUIT

in -circuit transistor tests are located
on the lower -left section of the panel.

However, many transistors light
three LEDs. In such cases, an
out -of -circuit test

is

required to

determine which is collector and
which is the emitter. However, for
most in -circuit tests, it is not

necessary to know collector from
emitter. It is enough to know the
transistor is not open and that it
does give gain.

The "high" and "low" drive

switch has two uses. Some low -

impedance circuits require the high
setting before a "good" indication

can be obtained. When two LEDs
light in the collector column, reduc-

ing the setting to the

low -drive

position might allow only one LED

to light. Thus, the collector is
positively identified.

If the base

is

open to either

collector or emitter (or the transistor has no gain for any reason), the
"bad" LED at the left of the socket
lights steadily.
For NPN transistors, the tests are

the same except a good one causes
the "NPN" "good" LED to flash.
In -circuit tests because of their
nature cannot be precise or totally
reliable. Low resistances or high

capacitances of the circuit can

nullify any in -circuit test. Even so,
such tests can be extremely valuable. Most circuits permit the transistor to have some gain during the

In -circuit tests
During an in -circuit good/bad

test of transistors, the internal
circuitry evidently tries every combination of the three leads. Therefore, it is not necessary to connect

test, and this usually is sufficient
for a satisfactory preliminary evaluation.

the three test leads to any certain
elements of the transistor. If the
transistor is a PNP type that has
some gain in the circuit, an LED
marked "PNP" and "good" flashes
on and off continuously. In addi-

Where no low resistances or reactances are found in the stage, it's

tion, two or three LEDs at the right

tors should be removed f.)r

If the "bad" LED lights, the
schematic should be examined.
certain the transistor actually is

defective. Of course, such transis-

of the transistor socket (Figure 2)
flash on and off in time with the
"good" LED. These LEDs are part

Buzzer-Located just to the left of
the "bad" LED is a buzzer which
sounds during each flash of either

of the six that identify the base and

the two transistor leads that connect to collector or emitter. If only
two of the six LEDs flash, the one Figure 1 LEDs on the panel of Leader
in the left vertical row indicates the model LTC -906 transistor checker
good or bad transistors in -cirlead that connects to the base. And show
cuit. Additional parameters are read
the one in the right column on the meter during out -of -circuit
identifies the collector. By elimina- tests. No variable controls are used;
tion, the one remaining is the all test set-ups are made by switches
emitter.
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a

second test.

for fast operation.

"good" LED. This allows the

operator to watch the circuit connections instead of the tester while
hearing the decision of the checker.

A "buzzer" switch is provided to

turn off the buzzer when not
wanted.

Tests-In summary, the in -circuit

C)

METER
h,1

POLARITY

,LEO

ibe

LEAK

ED

DC PARAMETER
POWER
OFF OCHECK ON

J

TEST MODE.
ISTOR

-N3r

Figure 3 Switches on the upper and
right sections of the panel are oper-

ated during out -of -circuit tests of
beta, CIE leakage and B/E voltage

base/emitter junction is measured
on the mirrored -scale meter (Figure
4). Calibrations are in volts, with a
maximum of 3 V. Green sections
centered around 0.3 V for germanium and 0.7 V for silicon show the
material of the transistor that's
under test.
If the B/E junction is open or the
leads are reversed, the meter reads
slightly more than full scale.
Iceo

leakage-Collector-to-emitter

leakage from 2 uA to 10 mA are

ranges. Tests with transistors (that
previously had been checked by five

other testers) showed good accuracy, except for a tendency to show

higher readings for transistors of

high beta. Of course, no two
methods of measuring beta seem to
give identical results. It is import-

ant for a beta tester to provide
repeatable readings (which the
LTC -906 does) so comparisons can
be made.

Polarity-Correct setting of the
"polarity" switch is necessary during leakage and beta tests. Usually

drop.

measured in three ranges. (Iceo
means: current between collector

tests identify PNP versus NPN types

with known defective transistors excessive if the polarity is reversed.

and emitter with base open.) Tests

and indicate if the transistor
good or bad. In most cases,

is

all

three leads are identified, regardless

of how the tester is connected to
them.

indicated these ranges are sufficient.

can be measured in three decaded

beta. (Many transistors have some

gain even with the collector and
polarity switch from PNP to NPN

and back again. Leave it at the
position that shows the highest beta
reading.

Comments
The model LTC -906 transistor
checker fulfilled the promises of
providing rapid and accurate transistor tests. A test cable consisting

the "polarity" switch later.
Seven switches control the out -of -

circuit dc parameter tests (Figure

of a 3 -prong plug with three

3). Of course, the "power" switch is
used also for in -circuit tests. It has

Bias-Voltage drop across the

versed, the correct connections and

emitter interchanged.) Just slide the

tion about a reversal of collector
and emitter can be resolved with

9-V battery condition.
One switch selects tests for a
transistor or a diode. The other test
mode switch allows either in -circuit
dynamic checks or out -of -circuit dc
tests.

If there is any question about the

collector and emitter being re-

Hfe-Beta from 2 to 10,000 also polarity are the ones giving highest

Out -of -circuit checks
Each transistor must be plugged
in or connected correctly during all
out -of -circuit tests. Usually base,
emitter and collector will be known
from the in -circuit tests. Any ques-

a position for reading the internal

the leakage will appear to be

Figure 4 The meter has three scales.
At the bottom is the "replace/good"
battery test.

Base -to -emitter voltage

(with green areas showing the tolerance of silicon and germanium types)
is displayed on the center scale. Beta
and

collector -to -emitter leakage

are

shown by calibrations of the scale at
the top of the meter face.

color -coded wires and clips allows
either in -circuit or out -of -circuit

transistors to be connected. Transistors with wire leads (either flat or
round) can be plugged directly into

the socket on the front panel. A
plug on the top of the case allows

the use of an external voltage
supply.
Circle (30) on Reply Card
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test quipmeol

Digital multimeters

Beckman Instruments has entered
the digital meter field with a line of

three multimeters. These three in-

struments are 31/2 -digit meters that
operate for about 2000 hrs from one
9-V battery. All inputs are protected
against overloads, and the resistance ranges employ low power.

supplies can be connected with one
supplying positive
negative voltage.

and the other

Short-circuit protection and automatic current limiting are possible.

A meter can be switched to read
voltage or current of any supply.
Model 1650 is priced at $275.

Dual -trace and X/Y operation

with switchable inversion of the B
channel plus automatic triggering level setting according to the ampli-

tude of the input signal are additional features. Facilities for automatic triggering of TV video are
built in.

Circle (32) on Reply Card

Component tester

PTS Electronics has introduced
model 8001 which works with any

standard scope to test discrete

solid-state components. A three range switch matches the impedance of the component.

Model 8001 operates either in circuit or out -of -circuit, and sells
for $54.95.
Circle (33) on Reply Card

Circle (35) on Reply Card

Logic probe

A logic probe that detects pulses
of 10 ns or more is announced by
OK Machine

Model PM -3207 is priced at $795.
Many accessories are available.

Model PRB-1

probe is said to be compatible with
Model 3010 features a dc voltage

accuracy of 0.250/0 and a 22 M
input resistance. It sells for $130.

Model 3020 is similar to model 3010
but the de accuracy is 0.10/0 and the
price is $170. Model 3030 is priced

High -accuracy DMM

Model MC -545 Soar Corporation
digital multimeter is a five -function
bench -type instrument that features
41/2 digit accuracy. Zero adjustment
and polarity indication are automatic, and the modes are visible in
the display.

at $190 with true RMS capability
and 0.10/0 dc accuracy. A full line of
accessories is available.
Circle (31) on Reply Card

Auto -tracking power supply

Model 1650 from B&K-Precision
offers one 5-V 5-A output and two

separate 25 Vdc outputs at 0.5 A.

An automatic tracking circuit allows
the second 25-V supply to track with
any voltage changes of the first
supply. All outputs are isolated. For

example, the two variable 25-V

all logic families. Impedance is
120K, and the probe is protected

One option is a digital BCD output

against polarity reversal and over -

for digital recorders or micropro-

matically stretched to 50 ns.

cessors.
Model MC -545 sells for $289.95.

voltages. Short pulses are autoPRB-1 sells for $36.95.

Circle (36) on Reply Card

Circle (34) on Reply Card

Portable scope

A choice of display modes and
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R/C substituter

Features of the previous resistor

automatic triggering are features of

and capacitor substitution boxes

model PM -3207, a 15 -MHz portable
scope from Philips.

model RCS -500 R/C box.

have been combined in the IET Labs

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES!
Original Japanese Transistors

FET, IC, Diodes

(See Partial List Below)
Two sets of side -by -side thumb wheels dial in the desired combina-

low -power ohms, dc and ac volts,
dc and ac current.

tion of resistance and capacitance.
The value is direct reading from the
switch numbers, so no calculations

Basic de accuracy is said to be
±0.0/0 ±1 digit. Polarity sign,

capacitors.

matic. All ranges are protected
against specified overloads. For

are required. The box uses 10/0
0.5-W resistors and 40/0 100-V

zeroing, decimal points and a low battery -voltage indicator are auto-

example, all dc voltage ranges can
safely withstand 5 kV pulses for 1
ps, or 1000 V for an unlimited time.
The 3-1/2 digit display has 0.5 -inch
LCD digits.

Ask About Our
Quantity Discounts
254 102
254 234

.30

OSA 413

59

254 444
254 495
254 497

95

2SA 509
254 561
2SA 562

40

254 5644

30

254 6.

50

254 643
254 673
254 678
254 682
254 683
254 684
254 695
2SA 6994
254 706

45
45

$185.95.
Circle (37) on Reply Card

VOM

A new VOM multitester is avail-

able from Universal Enterprises.

The meter movement is diode protected, and a fuse protects the

MO

250 1730
250 1760
25C 1618
26C 1856
25C 1908
29C 1909
25C 1945
25C 1957
25C 1970
25C 1978
2SC 2021
25C 2029
25C 2076
250 2091
25C 2092

59
90

034 61056

59
70

110

90

ohmmeter function.

Price of the model 935 is $149 in
single quantities, complete with test
leads, battery and instruction manual. Many optional accessories are
Circle (39) on Reply Card

Pulse generator

Two features of the Continental
Specialties model 4001 pulse generator are independently -variable pulse

widths and pulse spacing. The duty
cycle is variable from 0.5 Hz to 5

MHz, and jitter is said to be less

$12.95.
Circle (38) on Reply Card

Full -function DMM

All range and function switches of
the Data Precision model 935 digital
multimeter are the sliding pushbutton type that allow one -hand operation. Model 935 has 29 ranges,
including a choice of high -power or

40

2SB 75

45

2513 175

30

250 186

JO

250 3.

40

2S6 337

90

30

2513 405

40

250 407

1 00

2513 434

250 435

100
I 20

2513 463

1 20

259 473
250 474
250 452
256 507

100

than 0.10/0 + 50 ps.
The six modes (selected by
switches) are; run, trigger, gate,
single -shot, square wave and complement. In the trigger mode, external signals between dc and 10 MHz

can trigger the pulses. One output

pulse is obtained with each press of
the one-shot button. Square waves
up to 2.5 MHz can be obtained. The
polarity of the output signal can be
inverted by the complement switch.

The generator is compatible with

25C 21.

2.40
90
3.90
.80

250 72

240
ISO

1.00
3.95
80

LA .20

2.50

11515131

250

STK 011
STK 013
STK 015
STK 435
TA 7045M

4.40
8.80
4.90
5.80

.60

60

2.90
1.80
2.40
45
40
45
80
30

140

3.90

490

120

UHIC 002
UHIC 004
UHIC 005
UPC 20C
UPC 563
UPC 57502
UPC 576
UPC 592HZ
UPC 1001

2.25

UPC 100110

4.90

150

UPC 10206

240
240

.80

250
6.60
.70

200
.70

UPC 102514
UPC 1154

UPC 1155
70

UPC 11313

80

UPC 14305
UPD Bal

45

UPC/ 857

80

UPD 851
P11 014
PLL 02A

80

PLL 034

140

2513 287

290

1 50

250 313
250 315
280 325
250 427
280 525
250 526

80

1.20

1.60

2.40
90

240

2.50
2.50
2.40

140
9.50
9.50
7.00
4.60
5.90
0.80

DIODES
IS 84

60

15 332

15

IS 953
15 1007
15 1205

256 30
256 33

.50

15 1211

2SK 55

AO

20
45
45
45
25
25

286 1951

250 495

.30

2SK 23

45
1.00

300

.30

2.50
2 40

60
.90

FET

30

2SC 732

190

Bo

.30
.30

240

4.90

225

25C 458

250 730

1 60

TC 5011211

SAO

80

1.30
.30
.30

200

AO

225

2SO MA

26C 696
2SC 710
250 711

2.50

240
560
240

250 235

25C 3.

250 5344

290
290

TC 301117

2S0 234

40
.45

2.50

.70

90

25C 380

2SC 5154
2SC 517
250 535

1 20
40

TC 5060P

.30

2SC 509

250

195

110

30

2.25

LA 4400,

1.00

40

225

280

70

2SC

90

2SC

available.

Model M20 has 12 ranges, is
rated at 2,000 9/V and sells for

256 22
25B 54

2SC 281
2SC 372
2SC 373

2.90
2.90

25C 17211

45

1 00
40
45

250 595
256 599

290

HA 1366W
HA 1389W#
LA 40317
LA 4032P
LA 4400

30

40

2513 5200

3.00

HA. 1366

4.90

40

2SB

IET Labs model RCS -500 sells for

HA 13194

80

40
40

30

254 720
254 733
254 747
254 818
254 841

70

TA 70607
TA 70617
TA 7062P
TA 70897
TA 72027
TA 72037
TA 72047
TA 72057
TA 73107

40

2SA 719

2SC 1014

280 1018
280 1030C
25C 1061
280 1079
280 1096
280 1096
250 1111
280 1124
250 11725
25C 1173
280 1226
25C 12244
2SC 1239
250 1306
25C 1307
25C 1318
25C 1383
25C 1384
25C 1419
250 1675
25C 1878

59

356 221
356 39
356 40
356 41
356 45
356 48
356 19

AO

1.50
1.20

120
1.50
1.60
3 90
1.90

IS 1555
IS 1588
IS 1885
IS 2076
IS 2093
IS 2473

20
as
45
20

13434
11. 50
100 1

15

100 la
0068

80

15

40

280 735
280 756
280 7564
250 7M
25C 784

30
2.00

25C 799
280 0.28

250

AN 247

.30
40
3.70

A14 274

414 315

1.96
3.40
2.25

170
250

BA SII

225

W2 071
WZ 075
WZ 090
W2 120
WZ 192

BA 521

.30
30

1. 1151

2.40
1.95
2.00
2.50

SG 613

100

78105

IMO

1175 U31

40

200
2.40
60

280 .39
25C 867

280 867*
2SC 897
2SC 930
25C 945

25C 163
2SC 959
2SC 100051

.70

1.30
.45

AM 2140

1.90

AM 239

4.90
3.00

AN 311

HA 1156
HA 1306W
HA 1322

HA me

25
25
25
25

MISC
95
1

0

1 90

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT WITHIN 48 HOURS
Add Si 00 postage
Minimum order S5 00
Quantity discount prices - MIg inquiries Welcome

Ask For Our Complete Price List

FUJI - SVEA ENTERPRISE
a Division of Fuji-Svea Incorporated
P.O. Box 40325 Cincinnati, Ohio 45240

Nationwide 800/543-1607
Ohio 800/582-1630
Hours: Mon. -Fri. 10-7; Sat. 11-5

TOLL FREE
TELEPHONE

TTL circuits.
Circle (40) on Reply Card
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aroducilim[ruII
ARE YOU A PRO?
...the not for profit association
championing independents' right to
compete, and delivering valuable
benefits continuously since 1950.

LEADING SPOKESMAN
TRADE INFORMATION
DISPENSER

Soldering station

Stedi-Heat soldering station from
Hexacon Electric provides idling at

low temperature when the iron is
resting in the holder and then an
automatic increase of temperature
when the iron is brought to the

New jackets

Jackets with "RCA Antennas"
emblems are available from RCA
antenna distributors. The jackets
are made in three styles and four
colors for RCA antenna installers
and dealer personnel.

work.

Circle (44) on Reply Card

Because of the Posi-Ground con-

WATCHDOG
LOBBYIST
YARDSTICK OF STANDARDS
CONSUMER RELATIONS

struction, any electrical voltage
leakage is below the point of
damage to solid-state components.

Organ with radio
The Webcor division of Leisure -

craft Products has introduced the

We are not freeloaders. So our check

Music Machine, which combines a
3 -octave electronic organ with rhythm synthesizer, an AM/FM radio,
a cassette deck and a microphone.
Eight musical beats are produced

for $60.00 dues is attached. As our
special premium, please ship the in-

tempo can be adjusted. Music of the

COUNSELOR
PROBLEM SOLVER

by the rhythm section, and the
organ/synthesizer and the microphone can be recorded together on
the cassette tape recorder. The twin

dicated $15.00 Manual.

E Practical Business Manual
- OR O Service Contract Manual

speakers can be removed and

placed elsewhere in the room for
Model 4422 is intended for light

duty or small components, and

Circle (20) on Reply Card

best stereo effect.

model 4423 is designed for larger

NEW CATALOG OF
HARD -TO -FIND
PRECISION TOOLS

production soldering.
Circle (41) on Reply Card

Usts more than DIN) items pliers. tweezer,
relay tools. op-

tIcal equipment tool kits and cases. Send for

S., fro, cops. [oda,'

JENSEN TOOLS AND ALLOYS
1230 SOUTh PRIEST DRIVE TEMPE. ARIZONA 85281

Circle (21) on Reply Card

Solution to:
CAN YOU STEAL OHM?
hyperbola
2 speaker
3 uncharged
4 dichroism
5 duotriode
6 converter
7 telemeter
8 amplidyne
9 templates
10 polyphase
11 crossover
12 waveshape
13 vestigial
1

14 alligator
15 vibration
16 repairing
17 telephony
18 brushes
19 transpose
20 subsystem
21 substrate
22 quiescing
23 gigacycle
24 decibel
25 juice

Start with 100 points and deduct 4

Wide -range speaker

Designed for applications where
an attractive wood -grain cabinet is
desired, the Shure model SR112W
also provides high efficiency operation and hi-fi frequency response.
Two heavy-duty 8 -inch bass
speakers with front -ported bass reflex cabinet and a high -frequency

horn tweeter are said to provide

virtually flat response from 45 Hz to
16,000 Hz.

Price of model SR112W speaker
system is $350 to the user.
Circle (42) on Reply Card

Flux cleaner

able solution formulated to remove
rosin soldering -flux residues from
printed circuit boards. It will not

Your rating:

remove component markings or inks,
and is compatible with materials

100

Walk.
Single.
Double.
Triple.
OHM RUN!

We can hear
the cheers!

used in the manufacture of PC

boards and their components. PC -85

is furnished as a concentrate, and it
can be diluted up to 95% with tap
water.
Circle (43) on Reply Card
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Circle (45) on Reply Card

Multicore Solders has introduced
PC -85, a water-soluble, biodegrade -

points for any part you may not have
answered correctly.
60 - 64
68 - 72
76 - 84
88 - 96

The Music Machine retails for
$500.

UHF -to -VHF Converter

Winegard's Model VC -4213 single -

channel crystal -controlled UHF to
VHF converter replaces four
previous Winegard converters.
Model VC -4213 has a UHF preamplifier and a two -stage VHF final
amplifier. Four diodes are used in a
doubly -balanced converter, which

gives less interference and cross -

modulation distortion.
Conversion gain from UHF to VHF

You Are Not

ALONE
is 24 dB, and the input selectivity is
improved by a triple -tuned bandpass
circuit.

A;

tion about TV tuners and modules,
in addition to descriptions of PTS
products and services.
The new catalog sells for $5. It
contains 83 pages of schematic and
layout blowups of VHF and UHF

STATE

tuners.

GOV'T

OSHA

IRS

FCC

iS'
4;11
LOCAL
GOV'T

Circle (49) on Reply Card

Record cleaner
A roller made of ultra -soft poly-

Model VC -4213 lists for $405.50,

and is designed to be used with
Winegard's 3 -volt and 7 -volt DX series of strip amplifiers.

mer is the phonograph record
cleaner introduced by Metrosound
Audio.

AND YOUR LOCAL &

more than 750/o of the total back-

4

/

Circle (22) on Reply Card

When the stickiness is reduced by

dust from many records, it can be
restored after the roller is removed
from the handle and washed.
Model M96 Super Cling Rotary
Cleaner has a retail price of $16.99.

#5

QUM! QIICI2
ANSWER:

Circle (50) on Reply Card

Klein Tools offers a new model

high-speed hole -saw kit that includes six saws (from 7/8 -inch to
2 -1/2 -inch), two arbors, two spare

-

NESDA, 1715 Expo Lane
Indianapolis, IN 46224

ground noise.

Hole -saw kit

in business

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
Send for more information to:

(microphone) is said to eliminate

Circle (47) on Reply Card

If you think that being

WELL, YOU DON'T HAVE TO
FACE THEM BY YOURSELF
JOIN NESDA

cancelling telephone transmitter

match the telephone.

FTC

makes you INDEPENDENT, think again!
-

Noise -cancelling telephone

available in many colors to

CONSUMER

ADVOCATES

AND THEIR SHARE COMES FIRST;
even if you don't make a profit.

The Roanwell replacement noise -

It is

EEOC

'1,

Consumerists and government agencies
are your silent but greedy partners;

Circle (46) on Reply Card

Installation can be made without
tools. The "Confidencer" is screwed
into any standard telephone, after
the original transmitter is removed.

SO-

Unusual metal shears

The Jilson QuikSnip shears cuts
aluminum, brass and copper sheets
up to 15 gauge or mild steel to 18

gauge. These shears are said

to

operate without bending or distorting the metal. A 1/4 -inch guide hole

drilled in the center of sheet metal
allows the beginning of a cut.
Circle (51) on Reply Card

Rectifiers for high frequencies

CB Antennas

pilot bits, an Allen wrench and a
red metal case. Each saw has slots
in the sides to expedite removal of
cores.
Circle (48) on Reply Card

Channel Master has introduced
nine mobile, base -loaded CB an-

tennas. Five antennas incorporate a
Quick -Lock bayonet -mount feature
for quick removal or installation.

The antennas feature a high-

performance coil, a constant di-

Tuner parts directory
PTS Electronics 1979 Tuner Replacement Guide & Parts Directory
has 182 pages of technical informa-

(such as horizontal sweep)
MUST be "pulse" or fast -recovery types. Do NOT use conventional 60 -Hz rectifiers, they will
overheat and fail rapidly.

Replacement D2 is the wrong
type of rectifier.

ameter whip, and a heavy-duty
shock spring. Maximum SWR is
1.3:1.

REFER TO PAGE 4

Circle (52) on Reply Card
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For Sale (Cont.)

Himarke!Place

TUBES -RECEIVING, Industrial and Semiconduc-

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35

cents per word, each insertion, and must be
accompanied by cash to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge $3.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for

forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of

tors Factory Boxed. Free price sheet including
TV, Radio and audio parts list. Low, low prices.
Transleteronic, Inc., 1365 39th St., Brooklyn,
New York 11218. Telephone: (212) 633-2800. Toll
free: 800-221-5802.
5-78-12t

1 THOUSAND. As are. Televisions, etc. (312) 3493-79-2t

0297.

manufacturer or a distributor.

TV TECHNICIAN AND DEALERS, "Increase your
Income thousands of dollars yearly." Rent -lease sell TV's, with a guaranteed system. Send stamp
or call (1-805) 937-4905 for free details. Basic
plan-$15.00, deluxe version-$25.00, master
plan-$40.00. Perrys Rental Systems, Box 1407,

For Sale

OSCILLOSCOPES: Dual Trace 22MHZ Triggered

any products regularly produced by manufacturers unless used and no longer owned by the

Santa Maria, CA 93456.

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, parts & tubes for
sale. Drastically reduced prices. Send for free
list. 61 Kenilworth Ave. N, Hamilton, Ont. L8H,
4R6.

4-79-1 t

TV SALES AND SERVICE BUSINESS located In
fastest growing area of Florida. Zenith Dealer and
authorized service center. Building 40X50' on US
17. 1039 E. Marion Ave., Punta Gorda, Fla.
33950. (813) 639-1919N, (813) 639-1453D.

4-79-3t

ONE (1) SIMPSON GENESCOPE for FM -TV
servicing. Includes: AM marker gen., Crystol
marker, FM gen. and 3" oscilloscope. All in one
unit. Used very little. Will take best offer, or

trade. John Arrington, 221 Oak, Box 247,

Hogansville, GA 30230. Telephone (404) 637-4804.
4-79-1t

FOR SALE: COLOR PICTURE TUBE REBUILD-

ING EQUIPMENT SEMI/AUTOMATIC ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED PROCESS. Call or
write Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago,
IL 60634. Phone (312) 545-6667.

4-79-3t

ALA'S SPRAYCANS CAN BE REFILLED! Cold
freeze, tuner wash, lubricants, etc., go from
$3.00 to 60 cents. will send you directions and

3-79-3t

Scopes Calibrated, guaranteed-$350. Send for
catalog. A -OK ELECTRONICS, 1445 N.W. 9th
Street, Homestead, Fla. 33030, (305) 247-6349.
3-78-2t

advertisers' °Mx
American Audio
The Cooper Group,
Electronics Div.
Dictaphone Corp

37
37
49
35

Enterprise Development Corp
Fuji-Svea
Gamit Enterprises, Inc
General Electric/TV Dealer
General Electric/Tube Div

IFC
5

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. ....8
Jensen Tools & Alloys

50
50
20

NATESA

National Camera, Inc

WANTED FOR CASH! We buy scrap electronic
parts containing gold, silver, platinum! Immediate top dollar cash offer by return mail. Ship to:
American Metals Co., P.O. Box 30009, Dept. ES,

PTS Electronics, Inc
Panasonic
Sperry Tech, Inc.
Thordarson Meisner, Inc
Tuner Service Corp

NESDA

St. Andrews Branch, Charleston, SC 29407
11-78-tf

WORK AND PLAY ON CAPE COD. Established
RCA sales and service business for sale. Fully
equipped shop. Excellent growth potential. Good
reputation. Write: P.O. Box 533, East Dennis,
3-79-2t

MEN/WOMEN FOR FUN! Shaklee Independent
Wholesale Distributors earn $200-$5,000 monthly,
Bonus, New Car, Etc. Details, Golden, RT2, Box
392ES, Fair
759-2738.

33
29

EICO

Business Opportunity

Mass. 02641.

21

B & K Precision, Dynascan Corp.....7

Ungar
Wahl Chipper Corp
Winegard Co.

51

26-27
IBC
4

25
1

3

35

14-15

Workman Electronics
Products, Inc
Zenith Radio Corp

13

BC

Grove, MO 65648 Phone (1-417)
3-79-12t

Help Wanted

I

information on the refilling procedure, the

chemicals, where to buy, how much to pay. Send
$25.00. You won't be sorry. Solidstate, 3832 W.
Lisbon, Milwaukee, WI 53208.
4-79-4t
EXCELLENT AUTO STEREO Sales & Installation

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS-MOTOROLA, leader

in two-way radio communication, presently

has openings throughout the U.S. for technicians

and supervisors experienced in the installation
and maintenance of communications systems

servicing stereos. Doing $60,000.00 to $70,000.00

(two-way, paging, microwave and CCTV). If
interested in good salary and excellent fringe
benefits send your resume and geographical

SERVICE, 1514 Chattanooga Road, Dalton,

preference to: BOB CLENDENIN, MOTOROLA,
COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTRONICS, INC., 1821

Shop, trained staff. Only business in area
a year. Owner has other interest. SOUND
Georgia 30720, (404) 278-1271.

4-79-1t

JOHN F. RIDERS radio manuals complete index,
volumes 1 through 22-number 3 is missingsold as a complete set only. Make offer. John F.
Rider manual for automatic record changers and
recorders, copyright 1941. Make offer. 2 Volumes
United Motor service manuals for car radios, 1947
through 1959. Make offer. 3 Volumes General
Electric radio and TV manuals, 1951-1956. Make
offer. I also have other old books, TV, radio parts

and tubes. Write for further Information and

prices to: Hanson's Radio & TV, P.O. Box 28, Almelund, Minnesota 55002. My telephone number
is 1-612-583-2264.

4-79-1 t

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES -DEALERS ONLY.
Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-2667-S-89633 etc. 16.95,
Magnavox 361380-1 18.95, Sylvania, GE etc. 14.95

to 19.95. Request for price list on your Letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665 Jericho
Turnpike, Huntington' Station, N.Y. 11746.12-76-tf

TV & RADIO TUBES 36c EA!! Free color catalog.
Cornell, 4221 University, San Diego, California
8-76-tf

92105.

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS; CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA-

TIONS! Parts, equipment stereo, industrial,

educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items

unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog.
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901.

ETC0-011,

Box 762.
6-78-tf

TV SALES AND SERVICE business established
23 years. Building available. 109 W. Center St.,
Bellevue, Ohio 44811, 419/483-7180.
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2-79-3t

N. Office Square, Room 200C, Schaumburg, IL
60196. Equal employment opportunity/affirmative
action employer.

2-79-3t

Professionals Accredited
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES (Bachelor,

Master,

Doctor) earned with Professional Experience in

Electronic Business Management, Sales, or
Servicing. WORLDWIDE SERVICE. Free Details.
EBERT PROFESSIONALS INSTITUTE, Box 1651,
Dept. R, Columbia, Missouri 55201.
1-79-4t

Advertising Services
TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE! Next 5
issues $2. "Electronics Trader," Box 73 -ES, Folly
Beach, SC 29439.

1-79-TF

Education -Instruction
REPAIR TV TUNERS-High Earnings. Complete
Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks, Many Plans,
Two Lessons, all for $2. Refundable. Frank
Bocek, Box 3236 Enterprise, Redding, Calif.
8-76-tf

96001.

Perform a
death -defying act.

t

Eat less saturated fat.
Give Heart Fund

American Heart Association

Electronic Servicing
Advertising Sales Offices
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER/CHICAGO
Jim Reilly, 1011 E. Touhy Ave., Suite 245,
Des Plaines, IL 60018;
Phone: (312) 299-2601
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Helen Hull, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212;
Phone: (913) 888-4664

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Joe Concert, One Penn Plaza, Suite 2532,
New York, NY 10001;
Phone: (212) 564-8454
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
Brinker and Brinker
2240 N.E. 53 Street
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
Phone: (305) 771-0064
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
John MacKay, 703 Market St., Room 1109,
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: (415) ,546-1040
LONDON, ENGLAND
John Ashcroft & Co., 12 Bear St.,
Leicester Square, London, WC2H 7AS,
England; Phone: 930-0525

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND

John Ashcroft & Co., John J. Lucassen,
Sloterweg 303, 1171 VC-Badhoevedorp,
Holland;
Phone: 2968-6226
TOKYO, JAPAN
International Media Representatives, Ltd.,
2-29, Toranomon 1-chome, Mlnato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan;
Phone: 502-0656

Tzcz.

THE FASTE
Y TO ORDER
GENERAL ELECTRIC
PARTS IS Flia:
General Electric has the magic
number. Atoll -free hotline connecting you directly with the GE
Parts Center in most all areas. And
the simple key to using it is charging your order to VISA, Master
Charge or an approved GE Open
Credit Account.
That's one way we're making
your business easier. But it's not
the only way. We're continuing to
increase stocks throughout our
national computer-linked parts
distribution system. And striving
to fill orders fasterthan ever before
To make GE Performance Television even easier to service, we're
packing a new Mini Manual into
the back of every color set. It gives

you the right schematic diagram,
parts list, symptom repair information and safety features for the
set you're working on.Which
makes your job a lot easier.
For our list of toll -free numbers
and everything you need to order
GE TV parts fast fill out and send in
the coupon below. It's our business
to make your business easier.
"DUTCH" MEYER
PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA 23705

Please send the following:

Brochure covering GE toll -free ordering numbers.

Listing of Parts Distributors.

O Master Charge and VISA information.

GE Open Credit Account information.
Name

Service Company
Address

City

GENERAL

ES79

GENERAL ELECTRIC TELEVIS ON
ONE COLLEGE BOULEVARD

State

) ELECTRIC

Zip

"We'd never lose a game if I h
assure -fire a system
Notre Da me

basketball coach

DIUGER PHtLi

for replacements
as Zenith's Instant

Parts Program!"
It's the easiest, least expensive
Inventory control system ever devised by
Zenith for TV service technicians.
Organizes the most needed,
most used TV replacemer t parts so
they're where you want them,
when you want th

And ZIP (Zenith s Instant Parts
Program) keeps these parts
organized thru periodic checks
by your Zenith distributor
salesman who replaces slow moving stock numbers with
new more popular parts.
As a result, your
original investment is
protected and your
supply of Zenith parts
is always currert.

Call your Zenith
distributor now for ail
the details on The

ZIPprogram that its
your needs!

For your own reputation and in your custorrers' best interest,
always specify Zenith exact repiace-nert par's and ascessortes.

Foirm
The quality goes in before the name goes on

Zenith Radio Corporation/Service, Parts & Accessories Division
11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
Circle (2) on Rep y Card

